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1 General Information

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

About this Document

Document History:

Purpose of this document: The release notes of 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal contain 
information supplementary to the user documentation including a list of 

relevant problems known at the time of the generation of this document. 
By providing this information, release notes assist the user in operating 

the system so that problems can be prevented or minimized. If problems 
do arise, the user will have an insight into the cause and potential 

solution of the problem. The problems and their solutions, called "work 
arounds", are discussed for 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal. 

Important! Always read the customer documentation together with 
these release notes. In this document, whenever applicable, 

references are made to the relevant guides and sections of the 
customer documentation.

Important! Deviations from expected behaviour and non-
compliances that are not subject of correction or fixing in future 

releases are not mentioned in this document but part of the customer 
documentation. Therefore such items from former releases of this 

Issue Issue Date Reason for re-issue

Issue 1.0 April-1-2013 Initial document
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document are not part of the Fixed Problems section, but have been 
described by the current customer documentation.

Intended audience: This document is intended to provide necessary supplementary 

information for all users of the standard documentation. This document 
contains the release notes pertaining to the 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-

universal. For problems specific to another network element, consult the 
release notes of the particular network element. For problems related to 

the ITM-CIT or OMS, consult the release notes for these products. 
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............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Network Element Software Release Information 

NE Software Releases: Features and applications described in this guide are valid for 1663 Add 
Drop Multiplexer-universal network elements.The software is delivered 

in four different versions, providing different (X-marked) feature set:

Feature support SCA380I SCA382I SCA384I SCA386I 

System Controller cards 
straddle

R1.0 SC: SC1
(LKA1D)

- X - -

R3.0 SC: SC2** 
(LKA21, LKA21B)

X X X -

R 6.0 SC: SC3**

(LKA20)
- - - X

R1.0 Core units

STM16 Core
(LKA24/25)

X X X X

STM64 Core
(LKA26/27/47)

X X X

R3.0 Quad- 
STM16/STM64 Core 
units 
(LKA28/29/48/49/350) 
R4.0 STM 64 Core Unit
(LKA281)

R6.0 STM 64 Core 
Units (LKA60)

Utilizing up to 64 VC4 
LO-XC capacity
(10G LO-XC)

- X X X

Utilizing up to 128 VC4 
LO-XC capacity
(20G LO-XC)

-

X 
(with 

LKA21/21B 

only) 

X X

R5.0 Core Units 
STM 16 Core
(LKA481/482)

X X X X

R 6.0 Core Unit 
STM 64 Core, 2 ports
(LKA62)**** - - - X

SDH Trib cards

R1.0 STM1/1e/4***

(LKA3/6/11/13/14)
X X X

X
(not with 

LKA62)

R3.0 STM-1/ STM-4 
main board SFP: SI-1/M 
(LKA39)

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

X 
(not with 

LKA24/25)

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25)

 STM16 trib 
(LKA22/23/50)

X

(not with 
LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25)

X

(not with 
LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25 and 

LKA22/23 also 

not with LKA62)

R6.1 STM-1/16 STM-
1e/6 STM-4/16 STM-
16/4 main board SFP: 
SI-16/4/1/M (LKA146)

- - -
X

(only with 

LKA62)
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**SC2 / SC3 is mandatory for usage of QoS, Ethernet PM, RTDM, provisionable 
CBS/PBS and CFI or P-bits translation features
***LKA6/13 are not fully compatible with all Core Unit types, for use with R1.0 Core 
Units (LKA24/25/26/27/47); only ports 2, 3 and 4 can be used with R3/R4/R5/R6 
Core Units; 3.0_MUXnb42185
****the new subrack (849038294) is mandatory for usage of LKA62

Note: There is a number of slot-restriction in case of using of Tributary units 

together with LKA62. For details see chapter 6 “port location rules” of 
the Application and Planning Guide.

.

PDH Trib cards
DS1, E1, E3DS3 
(LKA16/2/8/8B)

X X X X

Data interface cards 

E/FE: IP-LAN/8 
(LKA4)

X X** X
X

(not with 

LKA62)

R1.1 GbE: IP-GE/2
(LKA12/12B)

X X X
X

(not with 

LKA62)

R3.0 GbE: 
IP-GE/2F-OS
(LKA53)

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

-

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25)

R5.1 FE: 
IP-LAN/12
(LKA412)

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

-

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25)

R6.1 GbE: 
IP-GE/8F-OS
(LKA58)

- -

X

(not with 

LKA24/25)

X
(not with 

LKA24/25)

Feature support SCA380I SCA382I SCA384I SCA386I 

Product ComCode Release Information

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800565
ID.SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW/init. Downld 
STM-16 Core - including 
Data features, supporting 
LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA380I).

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800623
CD.SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW Tape/CD 
STM-16 Core - including 
Data features, supporting 
LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA381I) .

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800631
ID SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW/init. Downld 
Basic STM-16, STM-64 
core - supporting LKA1D 
and LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA382I).
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1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal release:

Features and procedures described in this document are valid for Release 

R6.1.8 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal SDH Add Drop 
Multiplexer.

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-
universal related

documents:

For more information on the installation of the 1663 Add Drop 

Multiplexer-universal system, and the use of "Fast Download" 
application, refer to the:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal Installation Guide R6.1

For more information on the 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal 
system, technical characteristics, features, cross-product interworking, 

and system planning and engineering, refer to the:
1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal Application and Planning Guide 

R6.1

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800649
CD.SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW Tape/CD 
Basic STM-16, STM-64 
core - supporting LKA1D 
and LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA383I).

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800656
ID SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW/init. Downld 
STM-16, STM-64 Core - 
Extended version 
including Data features, 
supporting LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA384I).

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800664
CD.SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW Tape/CD STM-
16, STM-64 Core - 
Extended version 
including Data features, 
supporting LKA21
R6.1.8 (SCA385I).

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800672
ID SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW/init. Downld 
STM-16, STM-64 Core - 
Enhanced version 
including Data features, 
supporting LKA20
R6.1.8 (SCA386I).

1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-
universal

109800680
CD SW 
R6.1.8

Syst SW Tape/CD STM-
16, STM-64 Core - 
Enhanced version 
including Data features, 
supporting LKA20
R6.1.8 (SCA387I).

Product ComCode Release Information
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For information on maintenance of the 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-
universal network element, configuring or reconfiguring the Network 

Element, setting cross-connects, and synchronizing the network with the 
use of the Integrated Transport Management-Craft Interface Terminal 

(ITM-CIT), refer to the:
1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal User Operations Guide R6.1

For information on corrective procedures and action tables of the 1663 
Add Drop Multiplexer-universal system refer to the:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal Alarm Messages and Trouble 
clearing Guide R6.1

Windows in the
documentation:

Figures appearing in the customer documentation are windows of the 

ITM-CIT and the OMS. However when actions are performed, the 
contents of these windows may change and this cannot always be 

accurately reflected in the customer documentation.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Related Systems Software Release Information

ITM-CIT release: Features and procedures described are valid for ITM-CIT release 19.15

OMS release: Features and procedures described are valid for OMS release 6.4

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Software License

The following open source software packages are used in the 1663 Add 

Drop Multiplexer-universal Release R6.1.8:

Hard Hat™Linux® 

Copyright 1999-2005. MONTAVISTA® SOFTWARE, INC.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the GNU General 
Public License (GPL version 2) see GPL V2 below 

Linux® is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

Hard Hat™Linux® is a trademark or registered trademark of 

MONTAVISTA® SOFTWARE, INC.
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Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by other 
parties and their use subject to additional restrictions.

For further details about handling/usage and licensing of the 
contained/used open source SW please check the open source 

declaration file which is available on the CD-ROM of the 1663 Add 
Drop Multiplexer-universal Network Element Software Release R6.1.8.

If you want to receive the sources of the mentioned packages please 

contact Alcatel-Lucent ICMC Helpdesk at +353 1 6924579 and open an 
AR ticket with short description “ADMu open source software license” 

on product “1663 ADMu”, formerly called “Metropolis ADM 
Universal” and assign the ticket to the secondary support group.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Customer Support Information

Customer support: For support regarding the 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal, 

customers should contact the Local Customer Support Team as specified 
in their service contract.

Additional support information can be found on www.Alcatel-
Lucent.com.
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2 New Features

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R6.1 wrt. R6.0

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal
Release R6.1
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109665612

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Subrack: -A new 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal subrack (849038294) is 
introduced with 2G5 mode backplane.

Interfaces: -LKA146: STM-1/16, STM-1e/6, STM-4/16, STM-16/4 main board SFP

-LKA58: 8 x GbE-Full/ One slot solution

-PBP9: PB 6xSTM-1o/e and 6xSTM-4o SFP, can work with both 
LKA146 and LKA39.

Data (TransLAN™): -Bidirectional alarm for Ethernet link failures

- GUI adapt for 802.1ag OAM (CC,LB)

- L2 MAC ACL

- LPT alignment
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- LKA 53 1+1 GE port protection 

Network Management: - ITM-CIT R19.11

- OMS R6.3.2

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R6.0 wrt. R5.2

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal
Release R6.0
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109649467

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: -LKA60: SI-64 XFP C2/1 (CC-272/128), One port STM-64 unit with 

XFP

-LKA62: SI-64 XFP C4/2 (CC-832/128), Two port STM-64 with XFP 

and bigger HO switch-matrix

-XFP I-64.1r/I-64.1 (OM10G-I64.1), intermediate range, 2km

-XFP 10G-S-64.2b/S-64.3b (OM10G-S64.2), short range, 40km

-XFP 10G-L-64.2 (OM10G-L64.2), long range, 80km

-XFP 10G-V64.2 (OM10G-V64.2), very long range, 120km

-SFP 155M-E (OM155M-E), STM-1 electrical SFP to be used at PBP8

Data (TransLAN™): -802.3ah support for remote management of media converter (LKA412)

- Number of VLAN’s increased to 1000 per LKA53 (4000 per NE, if 
LKA20 is used)

- Loopbacks at Ethernet cards

Operations: -LKA20: SC3 System Controller Extended, mandatory for LKA62

-Support of 128 DCC channels (requires LKA20 and new backplane 

EEPROM - see Installation Guide, Comcode 109649483)
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Network Management: - ITM-CIT R19

- OMS R5.0.2

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R5.2 wrt. R5.1

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R5.2
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109640607

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Alarm Severity Profile: The system supports Alarm Severity Assignment Profiles (ASAP) to 
control the alarm reporting

Each alarm profile contains the following information
(1) alarm profile name

(2) alarm profile type
(3) fault list (fault causes, fault severity and reported flag)

Network Management: - ITM-CIT R18

- OMS R5.0.2

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R5.1 wrt. R5.0
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General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R5.1
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109591081

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: - IP-LAN/12 (LKA412) 12* switched Ethernet LAN

- PB-LAN100/12 (PBL12) with 12*10/100BaseT

- PB-OPT/12 SFP (PBO12) with 12*SFP sockets

- SFP-100B-LX (OM100B-LX) LX-100Base Ethernet SFP SMF, 10km

- SFP 2G5-S16.1 (OM2G5-S16.1) SFP short haul, 15 km

- STM-1/STM-4/GbE Multi-rate SFPs (OM155SF1, OM155SF2),

single fibre working (bidirectional), short haul, 15km

- PB-E1/P75/63 (PBE3D) 63*2Mb/s 75 Ohms protected/unprotected

Data (TransLAN™): - Enhanced Ethernet performance monitoring

- Round Trip Delay measurement

- Provisionable CBS/PBS per QoS profile

- Static MAC address table provisioning

- Programmable MAC table aging time

- Retrieval of MAC table

- Support for GbE setting: auto negotiation disabled

- IGMP snooping for LKA53 (added by loadline 5.15 which is 
discontinued)

- VCAT VC4-8v/VC3-24V for LKA53

- CFI (newly called DE bit) or VPT-bits dropping precedence encoding

- IEEE 802.3ah OAM for LKA53

Network Management: - ITM-CIT R17

- OMS R5.0
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Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R5.0 wrt. R4.0

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R5.0
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109563940

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: - STM-16 Core Unit with 1 SFP port and 272/64 VC-4 (HO/LO) XC 
(LKA 481), SI-16 SFP C3/1

- STM-16 Core Unit with 1 SFP port and 272/64 VC-4 (HO/LO) XC and 
integrated OBA (LKA 482) for 120km target distance, SI-16VH C3/1

- 64 kHz input & 6312 kHz output synchronization panel, MIOR-J

Data (TransLAN™): - Ingress Rate Control, CQS and QoS provisioning in 
IEEE802.1Q/IEEE802.1ad mode for IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) 

- Provisionable BPDU encoding for IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53)

Network Management: - ITM-CIT R15

- OMS R4.0.0

- ITM-SC R11.4.3 (added by 5.0.1)

Operations: LKA21B, redesigned System Controller, same functionality as LKA21 

(supported with R5.0.1)

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R4.0 wrt. R3.0

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R4.0
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109543413

At this point just a short overview on the added features:
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Interfaces: - STM-64 Core Unit with 1 x fixed port (120km) and 272/128 VC-4 
(HO/LO) XC (LKA281) for usage with external booster amplifier 
(SBS suppression tone support)

- GBE ZX pluggable module (70km target reach)

- E1 Paddle board with enhanced port numbering scheme, 120 Ohms, 
protected/unprotected (PBE41, already software supported since R3.0)

- LKA12B, GBE 2 port (4 times VC-4 backplane capacity) supported 
with R 4.0.1

Alarming and Performance
Monitoring:

- DS1 non-intrusive monitoring, AIS detection (line side)

- DS3 non-intrusive monitoring, AIS detection (line side)

Data (TransLAN™): - RSTP and GVRP support for IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53)

- Swapping of Ethertype (TPID) ("Ethertype swapping" for IEEE 
802.1ad)

- Ingress Rate Control, CQS and QoS provisioning in 
IEEE802.1Q/IEEE802.1ad mode for E/FE (LKA4), SC2/LKA21 
required to use this feature

- removed: Ingress Rate Control, CQS and QoS provisioning in 
Transparent Tagging mode (Virtual switch type LAN VPN-QoS, a.k.a 
MLAN-QoS) discontinued, see 

Protection: - Local Link Aggregation (LAG) for IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53)

Mechanics: - 2000 mm ETSI Rack (300mm, not earthquake certified)

- Semi-prefabricated Office Cables E1supporting 1008 E1 i/f per rack 
(UTP, impedance 120 Ohms, cable lengths 8, 15, 22, 30, 50, 70 and 
100m)

- Rack Alarm Cable 2.5m (for LambdaUnite rack) and 3.25m (for 
MetropolisADM rack)

Operations: - LKA21B, redesigned System Controller, same functionality as LKA21 
(introduced with R4.0.3)

Network Management: - ITM-CIT interface enhanced speed (115kbit/s)

- ITM-CIT R14.02

- ITM-SC R11.4.1

- ITM-NM R8.2

- OMS R3.2.1

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R3.0 wrt. R2.0
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General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R3.0

Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109523167

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: - STM-64 Core Unit with 1 x fixed port (120km, 80km, 40km, 600m 
optics)   and 272/128 VC-4 (HO/LO) XC (LKA350, LKA28, LKA29, 

LKA49)

- STM-16 Core Unit with 0...4 x SFP ports and 272/128 VC-4 (HO/LO) 
XC (LKA 48)

- STM-16 trib with 1 x SFP port (LKA 50)

- STM-16 SFP optical modules for 80km, 40km and 2km reach

- 2.5G CWDM SFP (4 colors, 2 ranges) & OEM PWDM mux

- STM-4/1 optical with 10 x SFP port: SI-1/M (LKA39)

- STM-1 optical paddle board with 6 x SFP port (PBP8)

- STM-1 electrical paddle board with 12 ports 1+1 protected and 

unprotected (PBP6 and PBP5)

- STM-1/4 SFP optical modules for 80km, 40km and 2km reach

- Full rate GbE (1 slot) with extended WAN port (64) capacity IP-

GE/2F-OS (LKA53)

Data (TransLAN™): - IEEE 802.1ad Provider Bridge VLAN tagging with provisionable 
Ethertype/TPID

- Double tagging on network LAN port

- Customer WAN port operation mode

- Increased number of IEEE VLAN instances (247 per pack, for 
LKA53:1024 with GVRP off)

- VC-3 LCAS support on GbE, 

- Support of Extended Ethernet frame size: 9216 bytes of Ethernet 

payload for IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53), 1650 bytes of Ethernet payload 
for IP-GE/2 (LKA12)

Operations: - System Controller Enhanced SC2 (LKA21)

Network Management: - ITM-CIT R13.04

- ITM-SC R11.2

 - ITM-NM R8.2

- OMS R3.0
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Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R2.0 wrt. R1.1

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
Release R2.0

Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109470211

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: - GBE LX pluggable module

- DS1interface (LKA16/PBE12): 63 ports (mapping of E11 in VC-11 via 
TU-12)

Alarming and Performance
Monitoring:

- E1 line PM (non-intrusive CRC-4 monitoring)

- DS3 code violation monitoring (Moderate BER alarming)

- B1 monitoring on STM-1/4

Protection: - DNI with D&C MS-SPring and LO SNCP 

- MSP annex B

- SNCP revertive mode

Fault Location and
Recovery:

- Loopbacks for STM-16, STM-1e and DS1

Network Management: - CIT R12.01.01 

- ITM-SC R11.1

Mechanics: - New racks with PDP-M

Short Description Of New Features 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduced By R1.1.2 wrt. R1.1

General: The new features are described in detail by the following document:

Metropolis ® ADM (Universal shelf)
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Release R1.1
Application And Planning Guide

Comcode 109454140

At this point just a short overview on the added features:

Interfaces: - Core STM-64 1.3u IR (SI-I64.1R)

- Core STM-64 1.5u LH (L-64.2/3)

- OC-12 / STM-4 1.5u LH (L-4.2)

- OC-3 / STM-1 1.5u LH (L1.2)

- E3/DS3 12-port

- GBE 2-port (600Mb), with SX pluggable Module

- E1 Paddle board for Sub-D connector (no protection)

Operations: - IP tunneling over OSI

Data (TransLAN™): - GFP on FE, IW with Alcatel

- GBE ptp promiscuous mode, VC4 LCAS

- Capability to transport Ethernet-like frames (valid DA, SA and FCS) of 

up to 1650 bytes length

Added by R1.1.2: - Provisioning of Gigabit Ethernet mapping type for VLAN Trunking

- Provisioning of Gigabit Ethernet mapping type for WAN-to-WAN 

grooming/aggregation

- LAN bridge mode on Gigabit Ethernet Hardware

- Multi-port LAN Bridging mode with L2 VPN support (M-LAN) for 
Gigabit Ethernet

- Port-based VPN Customer Tagging for Gigabit Ethernet (Transparent 
aka double tagging)

- IEEE 802.1Q VLAN Tagging for Gigabit Ethernet

- Gigabit Ethernet VLAN Trunking
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...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3 Fixed Problems

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.8 wrt R6.1.7

6.0_MUXsh30017/1-
3143823

Problem Description: In case the LKA20, LKA48/481/60 and LKA39 

are used, if TSn(n=1..8) has a board quipped, the DCC channel of the 

port #10 on LKA39 in TS(n+1) will not work. 

6.1_MUXsh30018 / 1-
3595242

Problem Description: Empty VS (virtual switch without any LAN or 

WAN ports) can be created by OMS. When try to delete it by OMS or 

CIT, the NE will reboot. 

6.1_ MUXsh30424/1-
3595233

Problem Description: The electrical LAN port status on LKA412’s 

paddle board PBL12 can’t switch to Monitored from Auto automatically 

after the port receives signal and the port mode timer is expired.

Note: The behavior should be that after port mode timer is expired, the 

port status will change to Monitored automatically regardless receiving 

signal or not.

6.1_MUXsh28052/1-
3842358

Problem Description: When both LKA412 and PBO12 are assigned, if 

the insertion of LKA412 is followed by the insertion of PBO12, then 

there is a probability there might not be output signal on the optical LAN 

port.

5.2_MUXsh30239/1-
4239475

Problem Description: When LKA481 is used, after upgrade from 

R5.2.2 to R6.1.7, in some cases, the cross connection from CC1.1 is not 

working.
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6.1_MUXsh30533/ 1-
3352838/1-3691576

Problem Description: In an MS-SPRing network combined with 

1663ADMu and 1675LU nodes, NIDcFLR occurs on 1663ADMu may 

not be permanently cleared even everything becomes fine, and further-

more it will cause intermittent ring PSS and ring DSVCRY alarms on 

1675LU nodes within same ring. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.7 wrt R6.1.6

6.1_AR1-3119038 Problem Description: When upgrade the network element from previ-

ous releases to R6.1.4, R6.1.5 or R6.1.6, there is a degradation of the 

throughput performance on LKA53. With this fix, R6.1.7 is throughput 

optimized in term of LKA53 performance, whereas R6.1.4, R6.1.5 and 

R6.1.6 were QoS optimized.

6.1_AR1-3314782 Problem Description: It was observed that sometimes the performance 

monitoring data for Ethernet service is not available. 

6.1_AR1-3151279 Problem Description: When provisioning Ethernet service on LKA412, 

in some cases it was observed that the VCG sequence numbers was 

wrong. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.6 wrt R6.1.5

6.1_AR1-3117624 Problem Description:LKA53 throughput decreased after upgrade to 

R6.1.4 or R6.1.5. Please note: the fix introduced in R6.1.6 didn’t com-

pletely solve the problem. The complete fix is introduced in R6.1.7 by 

6.1_AR1-3119038.

6.1_AR1-3116579 Problem Description: LKA412 packet drop (network role in WAN 

port) .When creating a repeater switch on LKA412 via OMS, the related 

WAN port of the repeater virtual switch may be of NR type (network 

role port). 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.5 wrt R6.1.4
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6.1_MUXsh16192 /1-
2764161

Problem Description: Ring in MS-SPRING configuration can not be 

closed after NE software upgraded to Load R6.1.2, R6.1.3 or R6.1.4. 

6.1_MUXsh16193 /1-
2821322

Problem Description: The protection failure will happen if one of the 

intermediate nodes (nodes which are not adjacent to a failed span are 

referred as intermediate nodes) satisfies following condition:MS-SPRing 

is configured on tributary ports. One of these ports is among port 

#5/#9/#10 of LKA146 in Tributary Slot 1.

6.1_ MUXsh09355/1-
1962928/1-1814633

Problem Description: Periodic insert LOS or LOF signal into LKA26 /

LKA27 / LKA47 may cause incorrect K-byes forwarded and traffic hit 

in MS-SPRING configuration.

6.1_MUXsh16876/1-
2975580

Problem Description: Ghost high temperature alarm is reported by the 

network element persistently when I2C bus is in congestion.

6.1_MUXsh17037 /1-
2739301/1-2969008

Problem Description: In case MSP1+1 protection scheme is configured 

and PM is enabled only on card in protection slot, system controller (SC) 

will hang up in several days. This will eventually lead to automatic SC 

reboot.

When SC reboot happens, NE will lose association with OMS. Unfortu-

nately this problem can not be recovered by SC reboot, the SC will con-

tinue rebooting for another 4 times until the MIB is cleared completely 

(MIB is discarded after 5 consecutive reboots of a SC card).

6.1_MUXsh17219 /1-
2976741

Problem Description: Some control registers changed by mistake will 

cause MS-SPRING protection failure when LKA62 is present.

6.1_MUXsh15977/sh13634L
KA58:LPT limitation

Problem Description: On LKA58, when LPT feature is enabled, it's not

able to detect a TX fiber failure on its GE port.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.4 wrt R6.1.3

6.1_MUXsh22856/MUXsh1
1062 / 1-2415210

Problem Description: Not all CIR bandwidth can be guaranteed on 

LKA53 with oversubscription enabled.

Note: This problem is only fixed in R6.1.4, R6.1.5 and R6.1.6 but it still 
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exists in R6.1.7 as a side effect of bug fix for 6.1_AR1-3119038.

6.1_MUXsh11065 / 1-
2417032

Problem Description: LAG between 2 LKA53 in two NE can't work 

normal, it always reports GEcPFLC alarm after some time.

6.1_ MUXsh07301/1-
1933100

Problem Description: QoS Profile List depedency causes wrong CUP 

settings.

6.1_MUXsh11253 Problem Description: SFP/XFP DDM is not supported. In R6.1.4 

SFP/XFP DDM is supported using the ITM-CIT.

6.1_MUXsh12332 / 1-
2652276

Problem Description: LPT (link pass thru) doesn’t trigger by Tx shut-

down.

6.1_MUXsh12011 / 1-
2468723

Problem Description: Wrong correlation of VC4 alarm of the first VC4 

of a VC4_4C concatenation group, results to SSF alarms being raised for 

all VC4's in the VC4C_4C concatenated group.

6.1_MUXsh11676 Problem Description: Upgrade from R6.0.1 to R6.1.3 with HP-PLM 

alarms, NE is abnormal. In case customer has R6.0.1 in the network, and 

traffic has already been affected by VC4cPLM alarm on other channel, 

upgrading from R6.0.1 to R6.1.3 will not automatically recover the 

affected traffic.

For customer already has R6.1.x in the network, and traffic has already-

been affected by VC4cPLM alarm on other channel, upgrading 

fromR6.1.x to R6.1.3 will automatically recover the affected traffic.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.3 wrt R6.1.2

6.1_MUXsh11151 / 1-
2537870

Problem Description: VC4cPLM on CC1.29 port cause traffic outage 

on totaly different VC4 (CC1.21).

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.2 wrt R6.1.1

6.1_MUXsh09399 / 1-
2093053 ADMu No MIB

Problem Description: NE configured with MS-SPRING, increase 

add/drop crossconnections on LS1/LS2 to exceed 144 unidir XCs (or 72 

bidir XCs), then SC reboot. System might continuously reboot for 5 

times and finally lead to NE with “no MIB”.
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6.1_MUXsh08417 / 1-
1983293 E1 loopback affects

two ports

Problem Description: Making an inloop on 2 Mbps ports, the traffic is 

afftected also on another port. The shift is equal to “minus 32”. For 

example: set inloop on port 50 will also affect on port 18. 

6.1_MUXsh07859 / 1-
1827885 Wrong alarm

raised when signal degrade
on line port

Problem Description: Set two line ports as the timing source, one prior-

ity is higher than the other. When the line port with high priority receives 

degraded signal, both PTs raised EQF and no timing switch happened. 

6.1_MUXsh06584 / 1-
1811962 Config. mods. on
DCC/MS-SPRING render

MS-SPRING unusable

Problem Description: MS-SPRING / DCC are enabled on TS1/Port1 

and TS2/Port1 then disable MS-SPRING and DCC on the two ports. 

Enable another pair of MS-SPRING / DCC on the same NE which are 

not connected to the fiber, then disable the DCC of the ports. Enable the 

MS-SPRING / DCC of TS1 / Port1 and TS2 / Port1. This might lead 

MS-SPRING does not work with “RingOpen” alarm. 

6.1_MUXsh09414 / 1-
2058898 / 1-2251964

Intermittent fault with some
on the ADMu NE

Problem Description: Some of the ADMu NE may loses association 

with OMS. Also CIT login is failure. Traffic isn’t affected. The only way 

to recover is to power cycle the NE. Reseat of the LKA20 only can’t re-

login. After a few minutes, equipment failed per FANA, FANB, PUR 

and PUL.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1.1 wrt R6.1

6.1_MUXsh09084 / 1-
2215188 LKA53 reboot

several times

Problem Description: In release R6.1, after insert LKA53(HW version 

S1:6 and S1:4) into the slot, LKA53 may keep reboot for several times. 

After the rebooting, system will back to normal.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1 wrt R6.0

6.0_MUXnb81276
bit error issue

Problem Description: In the coarse of R6.0 it was seen that the 2.5G 

TXI transmission links between the two core units are marginal depend-

ing on pack and backplane variances and over temperature. In R6.1 it 

seems that reflections from connector and its holes disturb traffic on the 

shorter tracks. UUR traffic was not achieved bit-error.
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6.0_MUXnb72360/
MUXnb72237 /
MUXnb75697:

Line MSP on LKA62 not
supported

Problem Description: The feature STM-64 MSP is not supported for 
line ports of LKA62 core unit. The feature restriction is not valid for 

ports located on tributary units. 

6.0_MUXnb76979:
LKA 62: Limitations of

HO-SNCP

Problem Description: HO-SNCP at the LKA62 does not work properly 

in the non-revertive mode. 

6.0_MUXnb75940:
LKA53: LAG and LPT

shall not be enabled
together

Problem Description: On LKA53, LAG (Link Aggregation) and LPT 

(Link Pass Through) shall not be used together as the implementation is 
incomplete and may cause a dead-lock situation. 

6.0_MUXnb75408:
LKA20: Problem when
swapping the Compact

Flash card

Problem Description: When the swapping the Compact Flash (CF) it 

may happen, that the MIB on the CF is destroyed. 
The information which ISD is the active one, is stored on the SEEPROM 

on the CTL. When a Compact Flash is inserted, where the former active 
ISD was another one as stored in the SEEPROM, now the former 

inactive ISD is used for running the SW image. If the content of the 
former inactive ISD is not identical, i.e. the same SW image the MIB on 

the Compact Flash will be deleted, because it is not compatible. 

6.0_MUXnb75375:
LKA53: PM counters not

working

Problem Description: At LK53 the loaded seconds counters (the 
i3gEILS, i32gEILS) are not working.

6.0_MUXsh05225:
LKA412: PM counters not

working

Problem Description: At LKA412 the loaded seconds counters (the 
i3gEILS, i32gEILS, i3gEISLS and i32gEISLS) are not working.

6.0_MUXnb75577:
Number of DCC channels

limited to 52

Problem Description: The CPU on the new system controller (LKA20) 
can only handle 52 DCC channel from load perspective instead of 128.

A request to provision more than 52 DCC channels will be rejected by 
the NE.

Note: Only 32 DCC channels are available if:
- backplane extension EEPROM is not installed and 

- Rel. 1/Rel 2 Core Units (LKA24/25, LKA26/27/47) are used.

5.2_MUXnb69754:
PDH egress alarms

Problem Description: With the implementation of ASAP PDH ingress 
and egress alarms could be reported differently. This concerns the 
following alarms:
(1) P12gcBDEG 
(2) DS3gcDEG 
(3) PFgcNCM 
(4) PFgcREM 
(5) PFgcRNCM 
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(6) P12SgcSSF 
(7) P12SNBBEgcTHR15 
(8) P12SNBBEgcTHR24 
(9) P12SNESgcTHR15 
(10) P12SNESgcTHR24 
(11) P12SNSESgcTHR15 
(12) P12SNSESgcTHR24 
(13) P12SNUASgcTHR15 
(14) P12SNUASgcTHR24 

The existing PDH alarm setting is used for ASAP setting, hence 
currently there is no difference for the ASAP setting of PDH egress and 

ingress alarms.

5.1_MUXnb60456/
MUXnb63157/
MUXsh03188/:

Restricted amount of
VLANs in STP/GVRP

networks

Problem Description: In TransLAN networks utilizing STP/GVRP the 
amount of provisioned VLANs should be restricted to avoid 

performance problems in case of reconvergence of the network to the 
maxim. In order to specify the maximum number of VLANs (Nmax) and 

maximum number of NR ports (Pmax) some card specific limitations 
apply:

-LKA53: Nmax= 5000/Pmax.
-LKA12: Nmax= 70

-LKA4: Nmax = 1500/(Pmax+8), even without GVRP the amount of 
VLANs should be restricted to 150.

5.1_MUXnb64365/
MUXnb65547/

MUXnb63848/:
FE/GbE: RTDM

inaccuracy

Problem Description: In case of RTD measurements for LKA53/LKA4 
the results may be much larger than the actual round trip delay of the 
traffic. The inaccuracy increases when long PDUs (>256 bytes) are used.

5.1_MUXsh03125:
FE: reduced throughput
with random frame sizes

Problem Description: In case the LKA4 or LKA412 is fed with random 
framesizes only about 85% of the maximum throughput can be reached. 
Fixed framesizes are not affected as well as a single VC3 with random 
frame sizes show no frame drops.

5.1_MUXsh03258:
Toggling alarms in input

signal can cause SCcEQF
alarms on the Core Units

Problem Description: When an MSP protected port on a Core Unit is 
feed by a signal that constantly toggles AU-AIS and AU-LOP then the 
Core Units might unexpectedly raise the SCcEQF alarm.

5.1_MUXsh02871:
LKA4/LKA412: FIT table
must manually be deleted

Problem Description: It is not possible to effectively delete a FIT table 
just by resetting the QoS_portmode from 'Flow_Configuration' to 
'default_profile'. If the QoS_portmode is set again to 
'Flow_Configuration', then the old FIT tables are still in place, but 
hidden from the management interface. 
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5.1_MUXnb66893:
FE/GbE: Maximum

number of simultaneous
RTD measurements

Problem Description: If the number of simultaneous RTD 
measurements exceeds 50 per circuit pack the results show abnormal 
values. This limitation is valid for all Ethernet units.

5.0_MUXnb54840:
LKA53: Limitation of

LCAS

Problem Description: On the LKA53, the following limitation exists:
1) With LCAS disabled, the VCG must work in bidirectional way.
2) With LCAS enabled, it's not desired to operate without return channel 
(temporary outages of return channel is OK, but LCAS is not designed to 
survive configuration changes while return channel is down). So non-
standard (unidirectional) usage of LCAS protocol cannot be guaranteed.

5.0_MUXsh01717:
LKA4: Increased frame

drop rate on certain packs

Problem Description: In Spanning Tree Switch mode the traffic 
passing through an IP-LAN/8 (LKA4) unit undergoes an 10 -5 frame 
drop rate. The problem is not present on all packs of this type, but not 
determinable from outside view.

5.0_MUXnb55822/
MUXnb63880:

LKA53 Rate Controller
Accuracy for CIR <>PIR

Problem Description: All of the following problem description relate 
only for the case that a QoS profile setting of CIR unequal to PIR has 
been chosen.
PIR (resp. CIR in all cases) measured maximum deviations:
PIR < 1 Mbit/s       < + 10% for long frames          @ 150kbit/s
 <+ 15% for random length frames @ 150kbit/s

 < +160% for short frames         @ 150kbit/s
1 < PIR < 1.2 Mbit/s  < +  5% for long frames

 < +  5% for random length frames
 < + 30% for short frames 

1.2 < PIR < 50Mbit/s < +  5% for long frames 
< +  5% for random length frames
< + 10% for short frames 

50Mbit/s < PIR < MAX  < + 20% for any frame lengths, 
Typically the deviation for < 500Mbit/s is < +10%.

4.0_MUXnb49242/
MUXnb48075:

Impaired robustness of STP
operation (1)

Problem Description: In meshed networks a loopfree configuration is 
realized by means of the Spanning Tree Protocol. Upon a change of the 
root bridge, e.g. caused by removal of participating stations, links or any 
other relevant parameter, the STP has to re-calculate the active topology. 
This can be accompanied by an unstable operation for up to 20s, 
including loops in the provider-operated network.

4.0_MUXnb48978/
MUXnb51047:

Enable STP on LAN1
causes GVRP to delete

VLANs on WAN

Problem Description: In case of running a switched Ethernet network 
with GVRP, static entries (i.e. manual entries which are made even 
though GVRP does the same) can result in an incorrect list of registered 
VLANs. This may happen even after a provisioning action affecting STP 
or after a STP recalculation.
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Problems Fixed In R6.0 wrt R5.2

5.1_MUXnb61539:
CIT: RTDM MAC address

not displayed

Problem Description: When using CIT to list all virtual switches on a 
pack, the RTDM MAC address is not displayed correctly until "virtual 
switch details" window is opened for that virtual switch.

5.1_MUXnb60293:
CR ports do not support

RTDM

Problem Description: RTD measurements are only supported for NR 
ports.

5.1_MUXnb63344/
MUXnb60513:

Path PM on MS-SPRing
protected interfaces

Problem Description: If worker traffic of an MS-SPRing is switched to 

the protection bandwidth, wrong path PM data is shown. If e.g. the 
switch is caused by an SF condition (fiber cut), the path PM data will 

show, that the traffic is lost (UAS is counted until SF condition clears), 
although the traffic was properly restored by the MS-SPRing switch 

(besides a short hit until protection has switched). 
In addition TCA alarms will be raised if enabled due to the continuos 

increase of the UAS counter.

5.1_MUXnb62960:
LKA53: Ethernet PM

Congested Second Counter

Problem Description: On LKA53, sometimes the congested second 
counter (g3EOCS) reports a smaller value as really occurred. It has been 

observed, that the reported value was around half of the real congested 
seconds.

5.1_MUXsh03561:
Restricted amount of

VLANs in STP/GVRP
networks

Problem Description: In TransLAN networks utilizing STP/GVRP the 

amount of provisioned VLANs should be restricted to avoid 
performance problems in case of reconvergence of the network to the 

maxim. In order to specify the maximum number of VLANs (Nmax) and 
maximum number of NR ports (Pmax) some card specific limitations 
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apply:
-LKA412: Nmax= 7000/(Pmax+100), even without GVRP the amount of 

VLANs should be restricted to 150.

5.1_MUXnb65630:
LKA12: Provisioning of

static MAC entries

Problem Description: In case the user is provisioning a a static MAC 
address entry (with specified MAC address and VLAN), but the 

corresponding VLAN have not been created in VLAN list, then the 
operation might fail. The CIT may hang-up for such provisioning.

5.1_MUXnb64579/
MUXnb65873:

FE/GbE: RTDM
inaccuracy

Problem Description: In case of RTD measurements for LKA412 the 
results may be much larger than the actual round trip delay of the traffic. 
The inaccuracy increases when long PDUs (>256 bytes) are used.

5.1_MUXnb66084:
No RTD Measurement

supported on STP-disabled
& static VLAN VS

Problem Description: In a Virtual Switch with STP disabled on all 

LAN ports & static VLAN provisioned, no RTD measurement can be 
originated or terminated even if the LAN port configured as Network 

Role port.

5.1_MUXnb66841:
Changing the TPID of VS

stops RTD counters

Problem Description: In the rare cases where the re-provisioning of the 
TPID of a Virtual Switch is required, the PM counters for the Round 

Trip Delay Measurement are stopped and do not resume automatically. 
The bin shows all-0 results.

5.1_MUXnb57476:
Traffic loop after Ethernet

switch mode change with
existing LAG

Problem Description: A traffic loop on a GE-1 port will happen in the 

following scenario:
1. LAG is set up between 2 GE-1 ports.

2. The aggregated traffic is connected to a wan port via a virtual switch 
operating in repeater mode.

3. Now the mode of the virtual switch is changed from repeater to 
spanning Tree (i.e. ethernet switch mode is changed from a non 

switched service to a switched service)

5.1_MUXnb45776/
MUXsh02729:

QoS: VPD does not support
enumerations for S-VID

Problem Description: For convenient provisioning of several virtual 

ports enumerations can be used on the management interface. 
Provisioning seems to be accepted, but in effect the default QoS profile 

may be assigned inside the NE for VPDs using enumerations. 

5.1_MUXnb65488:
Station clock output

switched off during upgrade

Problem Description: The station clock output is switched off for 5 
minutes during the NE is upgraded to SW release R5.1. Depending on 

the client of station clock output, this may have different impacts. If the 
client supports timing link switching (like an SDH NE) and there are 

other timing references provisioned, then this should be a minor issue.
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5.1_MUXnb66964:
LKA53: Link pass-through

with link aggregation not
working

Problem Description: If link aggregation (LAG) for LKA53 has been 
configured on the LAN side of the unit and link pass-through (LPT) has 

been enabled on the switch that contains the LAG then it is possible that 
the unit will not react to client signal fail (CSF) indications coming from 

the WAN side, hence LPT may not work

5.1_MUXsh03657:
LKA4: Number of incoming

bytes not counted properly

Problem Description: On the LKA4 the PM counter aQIB (number of 
incoming bytes) is not accurate, i.e. it shows values less than the actual 

transmitted number of bytes. This is valid for 15min and 24hours bins.

4.0_CPDnb13204:
CIT may hang while alarm

notifications are send

Problem Description: The CIT can hang when the user operates 
complex commands which send and receive a large number of messages 

when alarm auto update is enabled. Such commands are i.e. selecting 
cross-connect window filter.

5.0_MUXsh01702/:
MUXsh01699/
MUXsh03072:

LKA39/LKA3: Ingress
cascading of SNCP and

STM-1e EQP fails

Problem Description: The SNCP protection functionality does not 

work, if SNCP is cascaded in ingress direction with an 1+1 STM-1e 
equipment protection group on an LKA3/LKA39 board. Ingress 

cascading means, that one or both input tributaries of the SNCP are 
located on the worker unit of the equipment protection group.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R6.1 wrt R5.2.2

5.0_1-2129484:
Traffic may not pass after

upgrade to R5.2.2 via OMS
on LKA412

Problem Description: When creating repeater traffic on LKA412 via 

OMS, the related WAN port of the repeater virtual switch may in 
network role port. It should be a customer role port.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R5.2.2 wrt R5.2.1

5.0_1-1571325:
DCC overload causes

CTL reset

Problem Description: In case of DCN reconfiguration activities it 

might happen that the system is not able to handle all relevant routing 
messages, resulting in a CTL reset and subsequent loss of Management 

access.

5.2.1_1-1709395:
LKA8/8B: Equipment Prot.

not working

Problem Description: Traffic is not properly restored for some ports in 
case both (working and protection) circuit pack had been removed 

simultaneously and the protection unit is inserted again.
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5.2.1_1-1650810:
LKA412: forwarding

performance is low

Problem Description: When using a parallel repeater setup on the 

LKA412 (e.g.LAN1/WAN1 and LAN2/WAN2) and transmitting data 
via both at the same time, a low trough put at both repeaters can be 

observed.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R5.2.1 wrt R5.2

5.1_1-1562649:
LKA 412: Max. frame

length

Problem Description: The LKA 412 does not support frame sizes of 
max 1650 bytes length.

4.0_1-1546110,
1-1530775,
1-1561541:

LKA53: traffic interruption

Problem Description: Under certain conditions the LKA53 experiences 

spontaneous resets of the data controller that result in a loss of traffic. 

4.0_1519406:
PM data counted wrongly

Problem Description: The timestamp of 15min VC4ttp PM bin is not 

accurate. E.g. in several intervals of 4h, 7-15 UAS are missing and the 
suspect flag is not set. The 24h reports are affected in a similar way, 

although here the suspect flag is set after missing the corresponding 
number of UAS.

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39: STM-4 mode set

wrongly

Problem Description: After an upgrade to Rel 5.2 the STM-4 ports of 

the LKA39 are erroneously set to STM-1 mode if the following 
conditions are met:

- MSP is provisioned for the all involved ports and
- the 2 MSP paired slots are direct neighbors, e.g. TS1+2 and TS3+4 and

- the same MSP ports of the “lower” slot numbers (e.g. TS1+TS2) are 
configured to STM-1 mode

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R5.2 wrt R5.1

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39 traffic disturbed

Problem Description: A wrong configuration of unprotected STM1 
ports of the same STM4 group can occur if the following conditions are 

met:
- MSP is provisioned on the first port of a STM4 group of a LKA39 

- and this MSP group is switched to protection 
- and a SC (System Controller) reset is performed

This results in missing cross connections, hence traffic is lost. 
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Problems Fixed In R5.1 wrt R5.0.1

5.0_MUXnb50773:
Reassignment of circuit

packs

Problem Description: The system allows the reassignment of an unit to 

a different type (i.e. a slot provisioned for LKA12 is re-assigned to 
LKA53) without recreating the whole NE.

The user need to unassign the old board and thereafter assign the new 
board - a direct transition by just changing the expected unit type is not 

possible.

5.0_MUXnb57409:
LKA53: LAG traffic

distribution

Problem Description: When an IP-GE/2F-OS unit contains an LAG on 
the LAN ports, the traffic might not be distributed over both LAN links 

as expected. The problem only exists, when the LAG is created before 
the LAN port is assigned to a Virtual Switch.

5.0_MUXnb57519:
LKA53: Unexpected LOTC

alarm

Problem Description: On IP-GE/2F-OS units a permanent Loss Of 

Total Transport Capacity alarm might be raised unfounded. The scenario 
is related to asymmetrical LCAS provisioning, i.e. after setting up an 

error free traffic with one end LCAS enabled and the other end LCAS 
disabled. The alarm might be raised, when the user changes the VCG 

provisioned capacity before enabling LCAS at the far end.

5.0_MUXnb57549:
LKA53: Deleting LAGon

NR port

Problem Description: When deleting a LAG on an aggregator port that 

acts as an NR port an additional step is required to avoid mis-operation 
after a unit/system recovery:

After deleting the LAG the operator has to toggle the STP setting to 
enabled for the affected aggregator port and disable it again.

5.0_MUXnb57160:
LKA53: BPDU encoding
covers not all protocol’s

PDUs

Problem Description: BPDU encoding is designed to tunnel the 

TransLAN network PDUs through a network that cannot transport those 
frames transparently (i.e. the transport network blocks VLAN 4095). 

Currently the BPDU encoding transforms the PDUs of the GVRP and 
rSTP protocol only, but misses to encode some other protocols running 

in the background on NR ports (i.e. Lucent proprietary STP version 
discovery protocol). In case the BPDU encoding is used on links that do 

transport those frames transparently unwanted forwarding of unaltered 
BPDUs might occur - thus causing unexpected behavior in the L2 

network

5.0_MUXnb55643:
LKA53: Use of VLAN-Id
4095 and non-zero MAC

suffix for BPDU encoding

Problem Description: The NE does currently wrongly accept the 
following BPDU configuration: 

- MACSuffix: a non-zero value
- VlanTag: tagged with VLAN-Id 4095

while the hardware does not support this combination. Instead of 
denying the provisioning the data unit will not use these incorrect values 

but the last provisioned ones
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5.0_MUXnb57527:
LKA53: CR transmits

frames with VLAN 4095
when it was NR before

Problem Description: A port provisioned being CR shall not pass the 
VLAN-Id 4095, since this VLAN value is reserved for the TransLAN 

intrinsic BPDUs, that are to be trapped by the Data Controller. However, 
when a NR port is changed to CR the VLAN-Id 4095 does not get 

blocked. Thus after changing a port from NR to CR the TransLAN 
intrinsic BPDUs might leave the CR port in case STP/GVRP is active on 

the Virtual Switch.

5.0_CPDnb17846:
LKA4: Throughput of

random frames for WAN
capacity VC3-2v

Problem Description: When congestion appears on WAN capacity 
VC3-2v, the traffic pass rate may decrease from throughput value (~ 

97Mbps L1 rate) to around 90Mbps (88.5~91Mbps) L1 rate

5.0_MUXnb51742:
LKA39: INTIFcRXF alarm

Problem Description: When extracting CORE1 from the shelf an 
INTIFcRXF alarm is raised for every LKA39. The INTIFcRXF defect 

will persist until CORE1 is inserted again. In a customer configuration 
CORE1 should always be present. Therefore only for the short time of a 

core unit replacement the alarm will be raised.

5.0_MUXsh01795:
LKA39: No User Byte

Access for STM4 ports

Problem Description: The system supports the access to the E1, E2 and 
F1 bytes of an SDH signal. This does not work for STM4 ports of a 

LKA39 unit. 

5.0_MUXnb51899:
LKA53: Pause Mode Status

Update

Problem Description: In STP repeater mode the LKA53 supports the 
enabling of the Pause Mode. However, the update of this status on the 

management system is triggered only by an auto negotiation restart, and 
link up event or an change in the remote pause condition.

4.0_MUXnb46126:
LKA53: STP not supported

over LAG links

Problem Description: The spanning tree protocol is currently not 

supported over aggregated links. In order to avoid unsupported 
provisioning, the NE will reject provisioning actions that would lead to 

STP (STP/rSTP, GVRP) and LAG being active on LAN ports 
simultaneously.

4.0_MUXnb45733/
MUXnb50605:

LKA53: LAG Alarms on
ITM-CIT

Problem Description: LAG alarm sources will be raised at the CIT GUI 

for the port number “1” while they should be raised against the 
aggregator port.

4.0_MUXsh01341:
LO-TTI on R1 STM64 Core

Units is ’unavailable’

Problem Description: If a mixed VC-4 payload (the VC-4 contains VC-

12s and VC-3s) is terminated on a CC termination point of an R1 
STM64 Core Unit, the NE will always report, that the accepted TTI 
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value is unavailable. The TIM supervision will still work; i.e.
- if a matching TTI (w.r.t. expected TTI) is contained in the received 

signal no TIM defect is detected
- if a non-matching TTI is contained in the received signal a TIM is 

detected and the corresponding alarms are raised and subsequent 
protection (SNP) are triggered as expected.

4.0_MUXnb46100:
LKA3, LKA8: Unexpected

alarms for protection
paddleboard

Problem Description: In case that the protection paddle boards PB-

1/P75/4D (PBP2) or PB-E3DS3/P75/12 (PBP1) are removed and 
plugged again or inserted after the corresponding main units are 

recovered, the paddle boards will be alarmed as being failed.

4.0_CPDnb12459:
CIT can toggle to

connection that does not
exist

Problem Description: The CIT can have problems to login to the local 
NE when a previous held remote session became disconnected 

autonomously (i.e.due to expired inactivity timer).

3.0_MUXnb35718:
MACcVCM alarm is raised

against a dummy port

Problem Description: The MACcVCM (VLAN configuration 
mismatch) is raised when different customers on one unit have the same 

customer ID or the same VLAN ID is being used on different virtual 
switches (VS) in one unit. I.e. when not following the TransLAN 

engineering rules a VLAN could be dynamically registered by GVRP on 
a VS WAN port, while the VLAN is already provisioned in another VS 

on the same unit. This would cause the MACcVCM to be raised. This 
alarm is reported against a dummy port in order to avoid alarm flooding

1.1.1_MUXnb26392:
rSTP: No alarming /

reconfiguration at degraded
signal

Problem Description: Smooth degradation of a WAN signal that is 

used in the TransLAN network does neither trigger alarm nor a 
recomputation of the spanning tree. Slow degradation of the quality of an 

optical line e.g. will move the network in a situation with an unstable 
Spanning tree (i.e. the active topology is changing permanently), while 

on the SDH level no alarm can be seen. VC4cDEG (degradation, i.e. too 
many B3 transmission errors-alarm) is notified too late.

4.0_1-1362009:
Permanent Lockup of

LKA53

Problem Description: LKA53 might lock up permanently in case it is 

fed with certain traffic pattern. The RAM retiming function might 
become malfunctioning, thus all frames are impaired and dropped 

internally due to CRC errors. This can happen in all operation modes, 
regardless of the virtual switch settings.

1.1_1-0866193:
Autonomous Reboots of the

CTL

Problem Description: The system controller can lose the internal 

communication to all circuit packs sporadically. To overcome this 
situation the CTL resets the packs, all slots will alarm the initialization 
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phase (INIT or EQF for all provisioned tributary and Core packs). After 
this restores the connectivity the CTL will reset itself autonomously 

resulting in a temporary loss of association with the management system. 

4.0_1-1418681:
No DCC after maintenance

upgrade

Problem Description: When the NE has finished initialization after an 
upgrade sometimes the DCC channels are not re-opened correctly. In 

case the NE is not connected to the Q-LAN this leads to a permanent 
isolation of this NE from the DCN.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems fixed in R5.0.3 wrt R5.0.2 3

4.0_1-1546110,
1-1530775,
1-1561541:

LKA53: traffic interruption

Problem Description: Under certain conditions the LKA53 experiences 
spontaneous resets of the data controller that result in a loss of traffic. 

4.0_1519406:
PM data counted wrongly

Problem Description: The timestamp of 15min VC4ttp PM bin is not 

accurate. E.g. in several intervals of 4h, 7-15 UAS are missing and the 

suspect flag is not set. The 24h reports are affected in a similar way, 
although here the suspect flag is set after missing the corresponding 

number of UAS.

5.0_1-1404574:
LKA53: Deletion of a VCG

fails

Problem Description: For a LKA53 in slot 9 the deletion of a VCG 
with VC12-63v fails due to the reset of the CTL 

5.0_1-1413181:
LKA53: Change of TUG

structure fails

Problem Description: In case the TUG structure at a LKA53 is changed 
from VC-12 to VC-3 the CTL will go through a reset, hence the 

configuration is not changed.

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39: STM-4 mode set

wrongly

Problem Description: After an upgrade to Rel 5.2 the STM-4 ports of 
the LKA39 are erroneously set to STM-1 mode if the following 

conditions are met:
- MSP is provisioned for the STM-4 ports and

- at 4 neighboring slots the same ports are used to form the MSP

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39: traffic disturbed

Problem Description: A wrong configuration of unprotected STM-1 
ports of the same STM4 group can occur if the following conditions are 

met:
- MSP is provisioned on the first port of a STM4 group of a LKA39 and
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- this MSP group is switched to protection and
- a CTL (System Controller) reset is performed

This results in missing cross connections, hence traffic is lost. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems fixed in R5.0.3 wrt R5.0.2 3

4.0_1-1546110,
1-1530775,
1-1561541:

LKA53: traffic interruption

Problem Description: Under certain conditions the LKA53 experiences 

spontaneous resets of the data controller that result in a loss of traffic. 

4.0_1519406:
PM data counted wrongly

Problem Description: The timestamp of 15min VC4ttp PM bin is not 
accurate. E.g. in several intervals of 4h, 7-15 UAS are missing and the 

suspect flag is not set. The 24h reports are affected in a similar way, 
although here the suspect flag is set after missing the corresponding 

number of UAS.

5.0_1-1404574:
LKA53: Deletion of a VCG

fails

Problem Description: For a LKA53 in slot 9 the deletion of a VCG 

with VC12-63v fails due to the reset of the CTL 

5.0_1-1413181:
LKA53: Change of TUG

structure fails

Problem Description: In case the TUG structure at a LKA53 is changed 

from VC-12 to VC-3 the CTL will go through a reset, hence the 
configuration is not changed.

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39: STM-4 mode set

wrongly

Problem Description: After an upgrade to Rel 5.2 the STM-4 ports of 

the LKA39 are erroneously set to STM-1 mode if the following 
conditions are met:

- MSP is provisioned for the STM-4 ports and
- at 4 neighboring slots the same ports are used to form the MSP

4.0_1-1525079:
LKA39: traffic disturbed

Problem Description: A wrong configuration of unprotected STM-1 

ports of the same STM4 group can occur if the following conditions are 
met:

- MSP is provisioned on the first port of a STM4 group of a LKA39 and
- this MSP group is switched to protection and

- a CTL (System Controller) reset is performed
This results in missing cross connections, hence traffic is lost. 
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............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems fixed in R5.0.2 wrt R5.0.1 3

4.0_1-1362009:
Permanent Lockup of

LKA53

Problem Description: LKA53 might lock up permanently in case it is 
fed with certain traffic pattern. The RAM retiming function might 
become malfunctioning, thus all frames are impaired and dropped 
internally due to CRC errors. This can happen in all operation modes, 
regardless of the virtual switch settings.

1.1_1-0866193:
Autonomous Reboots of the

CTL

Problem Description: The system controller can loose the internal 
communication to all circuit packs sporadically. To overcome this 
situation the CTL resets the packs, all slots will alarm the initialization 
phase (INIT or EQF for all provisioned tributary and Core packs). After 
this restores the connectivity the CTL will reset itself autonomously 
resulting in a temporary loss of association with the management system. 

4.0_1-1418681:
No DCC after maintenance

upgrade

Problem Description: When the NE has finished initialization after an 
upgrade, sometimes the DCC channels are not re-opened correctly. In 
case the NE is not connected to the Q-LAN this leads to a permanent 
isolation of this NE from the DCN.

3.0_1-1369411:
Traffic stopped at LKA4

Problem Description: Due to wrong internal interrupt handling the 
LKA4 occasionally stopped passing all traffic. Various configurations 
are affected.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R5.0.1 wrt R5.0 

5.0_MUXnb57788,
AR 1-1371625:

MS-SPring: AU4cLOP and
AU4cAIS alarms are

observed

Problem Description: After a MS-SPRing switch has been activated 
unexpected AU-LOP alarms are raised in the network. Those alarms 
reflect an improper AU-pointer signal created by the Rel 3 10G core 
units (LKA28, LKA29, LKA49, LKA281). This results in a traffic 
disturbance for the respective AU- numbers.

5.0_MUXnb51980:
LKA53: Disable TPID

swapping before change of
Ethertype to 8100

Problem Description: The Ethertype swapping functionality is 
supported in 802.1ad mode, while not in 802.1Q. Thus a transition from 
PBM to the Q-mode needs to disable this functionality (when enabled on 
a NR port), which may sometimes not be done correctly. As a result the 
tagging format on the affected port might be inappropriate.
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5.0_MUXnb50948:
LKA53 QoS: Rate

Controller is inaccurate for
short frames and low rates

Problem Description: The ingress rate controller of LKA53 stays in its 
required measurement tolerance of 5% except for fixed frame lengths 
below 250 bytes. It stays in a tolerance of 10% for pseudo random frame 
lengths except for low rates below ~8 Mbit/s. 

5.0_MUXnb51069:
LKA53 QoS: Weights in
case of mixed scheduling

Problem Description: If one queue (besides the queue 4) gets SP (strict 
priority) scheduled and the other 2 queues get WRR (weighted round 
robin) scheduled, then the WRR queues are not correctly served 
according the weights. 

5.0_MUXnb52079:
LKA53 QoS: Restriction

with combination of LAG
and E-NNI (with

DiffSerfEdge)

Problem Description: For the application of an E-NNI the following 
combination is not correctly supported: 
Usage of Link Aggregation (LAG) between the 2 LAN ports AND 
DiffServEdge functionality (of a NR port) with a VPD which makes any 
specification for a subgroup of SVIDs, i.e. if S-VID =/ 'all'.
The system would not apply to all of the (in detail) specified S-VIDs, the 
assigned DiffServEdge behavior according the assigned QoS Profile, it 
would leave some of the specified S-VIDs treated by the 'NR port 
default' behavior, i.e. the DiffServInterior behavior. 
Secondarily only one E-NNI port (NR port, regardless if WAN or LAN) 
per unit is supported to be DiffServEdge with a VPD with S-VID =/ 'all', 
while two ports have been specified.
The application of UNI, i.e. the CR ports are not affected at all.

3.0_MUXnb53769:
LKA53: Padding on WAN

ports

Problem Description: Some applications require the frame’s VLAN tag 

to be removed at Customer Role WAN ports (i.e. Hub&Spoke), thus the 
packet size will be decreased by four bytes. For small frame sizes (64 to 

67 including the VLAN tag) this untagging creates undersize frames 
(less then 64 bytes length) which might be discarded on the spoke 

device. The untagging process for such small frames has been adapted to 
pad those frames to the minimum 64 bytes frame length on LAN and 

WAN ports.

5.0_MUXnb49380:
LKA4 QoS: Missing ET-

check for IPTOS flow
classification

Problem Description: At NR ports of the FE unit, the QoS Flow 
Identification for IPTOS does not check the presence of Ethertype 0800, 
which identifies IP traffic. 

4.0_MUXnb56209,
AR 1-1351181:

LKA4 QoS: Burst of packet
lost during low utilization.

Problem Description: Even though the utilization of one or more flows 

are well below the provisioned CIR values, considerable amount of 

packet loss that could last between 300 and 400ms was observed. This 

behavior is noticeable when random frame sizes are being send on a 

VC3-2v WAN link in both direction and is caused by two buffer thresh-

old settings being defined closer then 1 frame size. Besides many inter-

nal pause frames additional delay will occur as a device that has just 

received a pause ‘off’ frame need to wait at least 336ms before it is 

allowed to accept pause ‘on’ frames to continue transmitting new 
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frames.

4.0_MUXnb54844,
AR 1-1287053

LKA4 QoS: Influence lower
priority traffic onto higher

queue.

Problem Description: Background traffic, i.e running in TC0, could 

cause remarkable framedrop on the traffic in higher priority queues. Due 

to limitations on buffer capacity and an internal flow control protocol 

frames were dropped to avoid buffer overrun situations. This release has 

been optimized to achieve lower frame drop rates in the higher priority 

queues. 

4.0_MUXnb49229/
MUXsh01570:

LKA4: performance
problems when STP/GVRP

changes

Problem Description: Operating an STP-controlled network (also 
GVRP in use) with many VLANs can lead to unpredictable network 
behavior. That includes instabilities of the Spanning tree controlling the 
operator network as soon as the amount of 150~200 VLANs has been 
reached.

4.0_MUXnb55358:
Toggling switches for Line

MS-SPRing

Problem Description: Toggling ring switches have been observed in 

one case for MS-SPRing on the R3 Core Unit’s STM-16/64 ports. I.e. it 
could happen, that the ring needs several attempts to recover from a 

clearing of a Manual Switch. MS-SPRing instances on R1 Core Units are 
not affected.

4.0_MUXnb55601,
AR 1-1345270:

MS-protection schemes are
not working on Tributary

Units

Problem Description: After a System Controller reset (i.e due to MIB 

download) the MS protection schemes on tributaries do not switch any 
more.As a result traffic is unprotected, although MSP/MS-SPRing has 

been properly configured on the tributary ports.
Line port protection (i.e. STM-64 MS-SPRing) is not affected.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R5.0 wrt R4.0.1

3.0_MUXnb31423:
LKA53: WTR and HO

timers for LCAS not active

Problem Description: Wait-to-restore and Hold-off timers for LCAS 
are not active on IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53). Though the timers can be 
changed on the GUI level, settings do not take any effect on the pack and 
no warning appears. The circuit pack will always behave as if these 
timers were set to zero (meaning they are disabled).

4.0_MUXnb48456:
Traffic hits during
bandwidth change

Problem Description: A traffic hit of 1-2 sec. can be observed if the 
bandwidth is manually changed although LCAS enabled. This is only 
visible if two WAN links are used where the change triggers a path cost 
update that results in a STP switch.
Note: dynamic changes, e.g. due to failures, will not be affected.
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4.0_MUXnb46574:
CTL Fail LED flashing

without Q-LAN attached

Problem Description: If the NE is not connected to the Q-LAN (i.e. 
managed via DCC DCN) the Fail LED on the system controller will 
continuously flash.

4.0_MUXnb49438:
LKA4: VLAN registration

misbehavior in IEEE802.1Q
mode

Problem Description: If the tagged membership for a VLAN on a 
virtual switch at LKA4 is changed, already learnt unicast traffic is 
sometimes not handled correctly w.r.t. the tagging/untagging rules. This 
may result in cases where formerly tagged traffic can leave the 
TransLAN network untagged at the egress port. 

4.0_MUXnb49391:
Impaired robustness of STP

operation (2)

Problem Description: In a network operated with STP and parallel 
links the reconvergence time of STP, e.g. due to changed path cost, can 
be extended - approx. 1min, in case the traffic is unlearned (flooded / 
broadcasted). During this time it must be obeyed that there may occur a 
loop in the STP network, e.g. 2 parallel links between two stations 
remain in STP port status 'forwarding', which diminishes after the re-
convergences. Note, that she problem does not occur in ring based STP 
applications.

4.0_MUXnb46509:
LKA4 QoS: Flow

Descriptor DA-MAC-
VALUE

Problem Description: In case the flow descriptor DA-MAC-VALUE is 
chosen and the DA-MAC-mask indicates a don't care for a certain bit of 
the DA-MAC-value then the syntax check requires a '0' at the mask’s 
corresponding bit position of the DA-MAC-value. This applies to the 
direct provisioning by 2x48 binary digits as well as to the compact 
hexadecimal syntax (bit by bit between value and mask).

4.0_MUXnb46646:
LKA53: LAG does not pass

Frames with internal used
TPID

Problem Description: If a repeater mode switch with a LAG at the 
LAN side is used, then one of the two ports cannot pass all tagged 
frames. The frames that are tagged with the internally used Ethertype (by 
default 9100) are discarded at the LAN port.

4.0_MUXnb46001:
LKA53: LAG causes

unexpected alarms

Problem Description: In the case a LAG is provisioned (LKA53) and 
optical connectors are unplugged and re-plugged it may happen that 
invalid "Auto Negotiation Mismatch" alarms are raised occasionally. 
These alarms need to be ignored. With respect to the related problems 
3.0_MUXnb38022 and 3.0_MUXnb41008 the alarm is to be considered 
irrelevant.

4.0_MUXnb44888:
LKA53: CbR/CbS PM

values

Problem Description: Performance Monitoring CbR/CbS counters on 
Ethernet Ports are required to count the octets of the layer 2 frames, but 
Ethernet PM counters for WAN ports of LKA53 include the GFP 
overhead into the counters. Thus the PM counters on WAN show values 
which are up to 12% above the really transported amount of bytes 
(depending on packet size).
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4.0_MUXnb45761:
LKA53: Unexpected VCG

member being dropped

Problem Description: If a VCG (with more than one member) on an IP-
GE/2F-OS unit is configured and an intermediate (not the highest 
sequence number of the VCG) member of this VCG is removed at the 
sink only, then the member with the highest sequence number will be 
dropped from the VCG (instead of the selected intermediate member) 
until the intermediate member is removed at the source of the remote 
VCG too.

4.0_MUXnb46167:
LKA53: Display of

VCxVcMND alarms

Problem Description: If an LCAS enabled VCG on an IP-GE/2F-OS 
unit contains a member that exceeds the differential delay compensation 
capabilities of the unit then the VCxVcMND alarm (x=12,3,4; MND: 
VC-X virtual concatenated group member differential delay out of 
range) will be raised. This alarm may be raised against the wrong 
member.

3.0_MUXnb38968:
GbE LKA53: Deleting

VCGs

Problem Description: If a VCG pair of an IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) is 
deleted on just one end of the link the VCG members cannot be used for 
another VCG pair. The former VCG member will invisibly remain 
’locked up' for this VCG.

3.0_MUXnb37943:
GbE LKA53: LED test

Problem Description: The IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) link activity and 
link status LEDs will not participate in a LED test invoked from the CIT. 
Link status/activity LED defects will therefore not be revealed by a 
system LED test. 

3.0_MUXnb38022:
3.0_MUXnb41008:

GbE LKA53: Auto-
negotiation mismatch alarm

/ status

Problem Description: In case the auto negotiation is switched off on the 
link partner of a GbE port of an LKA53, the GbE link is not established, 
as the auto negotiation bypass functionality does not work. Auto 
negotiation mismatch alarm and status retrieval are not supported for IP-
GE/2F-OS (LKA53). In particular, the auto negotiation status displayed 
on the manager is either 'complete' or 'configuring'. The latter state is 
also displayed when auto negotiation fails. Alarming of 'auto negotiation 
mismatch' is also not supported.

4.0_MUXnb50056:
GbE LKA53: Double reset

of CTL drops traffic

Problem Description: Traffic passing the IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) is 
lost for up to twenty minutes in case two resets are performed within +- 
18 minutes. Performing a reset of the CTL at some point in time, does 
not cause a traffic outage.
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Problems Fixed In R4.0.4 wrt R4.0.3

4.0_1-1362009:
Permanent Lockup of

LKA53

Problem Description: LKA53 might lock up permanently in case it is 
fed with certain traffic pattern. The RAM retiming function might 

become malfunctioning, thus all frames are impaired and dropped 
internally due to CRC errors. This can happen in all operation modes, 

regardless of the virtual switch settings.

1.1_1-0866193:
Autonomous Reboots of the

CTL

Problem Description: The system controller can lose the internal 
communication to all circuit packs sporadically. To overcome this 

situation the CTL resets the packs, all slots will alarm the initialization 
phase (INIT or EQF for all provisioned tributary and Core packs). After 

this restores the connectivity the CTL will reset itself autonomously 
resulting in a temporary loss of association with the management system. 

4.0_1-1418681:
No DCC after maintenance

upgrade

Problem Description: When the NE has finished initialization after an 

upgrade sometimes the DCC channels are not re-opened correctly. In 
case the NE is not connected to the Q-LAN this leads to a permanent 

isolation of this NE from the DCN.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R4.0.3 wrt R4.0.2

4.0_MUXnb55358:
Toggling switches for Line

MS-SPRing

Problem Description: Toggling ring switches have been observed in 
one case for MS-SPRing on the R3 Core Unit’s STM-16/64 ports. I.e. it 

could happen, that the ring needs several attempts to recover from a 
clearing of a Manual Switch. MS-SPRing instances on R1 Core Units are 

not affected.

4.0_MUXnb55603:
MS-protection schemes are

not working on Tributary
Units

Problem Description: After a System Controller reset (i.e due to MIB 
download) the MS protection schemes on tributaries do not switch any 

more.As a result traffic is unprotected, although MSP/MS-SPRing has 
been properly configured on the tributary ports.

Line port protection (i.e. STM-64 MS-SPRing) is not affected.

4.0_MUXnb47587:
LKA 53/LKA 4: STP

changes causes longer
traffic loss

Problem Description: In configurations where two or more parallel 
WAN links exist between LKA53 and LKA4, changes of the STP result 
in a traffic restoration only after appr. 10min.
Note: Other unit combinations (i.e. LKA12/LKA4, LKA4/LKA4) are 
not affected.
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4.0_MUXnb47568:
LKA 53: STP Status

information not shown

Problem Description: Under some circumstances the current status of 
the STP (e.g. forwarding, discarding) is not displayed at the management 
system, although the STP operates properly.

4.0_MUXnb47567:
LKA 48: Unexpected

STM16cNES alarm

Problem Description: After a node reset the STM16cNES alarm is 
raised for ports with no SFP inserted.

4.0_ MUXnb46382:
LKA4: Increased frame

drop rate in Spanning Tree
Switch mode

Problem Description: In Spanning Tree Switch mode the traffic 
passing through an IP-LAN/8 (LKA4) unit undergoes an 10-5 frame 
drop rate.

4.0_MUXnb46395:
LKA4 QoS: Flow

Descriptor IP-TOS at NR
ports

Problem Description: For IEEE 802.1Q mode the flow descriptor 'IP-
TOS (C-untagged)' is allowed to be provisioned at network role ports, 
although this flow is not possible in this configuration. At network role 
ports in this mode only flows with the FD 'IP-TOS (C-tagged)' are useful

3.0_MUXsh00626:
Irrelevant STP info on

ITM-SC

Problem Description: The ITM-SC GUI displays STP information for 
WAN ports in customer role. This information is irrelevant, because all 
customer role ports do not participate in the operator (provider) spanning 
tree.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R4.0 wrt R3.0.2

3.0_MUXnb46096:
LKA 4: Traffic disturbed in

Repeater mode

Problem Description: LKA4 operating in transparent mode blocks the 
traffic of any additional repeater switch if there are already two switches 
configured. 

3.0_MUXnb46518:
STM-64 MS-SPRing

problems on R3 Core Units

Problem Description: STM64 Multiplex Section Protection schemes 
(MS-SPRing or MSP) on R3 STM64 Core Units might not be working 
properly. Unexpected protection group states of the involved ports could 
be observed (i.e. the protection group threads a Line port being failed 
(SF) or degraded (SD) although the port is working error free and has no 
alarms/anomalies thus the ring never becomes IDLE or APS alarms 
generated). Typically this can be observed directly after enabling the 
protection, or after switching the Core Unit equipment protection.

3.0_MUXnb40685:
Phantom AU-alarms

Problem Description: Unexpected HP-UNEQ or AU-AIS alarms might 
be persistent in the system. Those alarms are raised without an existing 
reason (i.e. the traffic on this AU is running errorfree) and cannot be 
cleared (i.e. by creating a LOS or restarting the NE by resetting the 
controller). During MS-protection scheme (MS-SPRing/MSP) switching 
the Non Intrusive Monitor point (NIM) of the protected MS-TP has to be 
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transferred to the corresponding NIM on the protecting MS-TP (i.e. 
MSP1+1 on STM64: LP1.1,1 is being protected by the NIM LP2.1,1). 
The status of such a transferred NIM is not cleared afterwards, when the 
NIM was alarmed during the switching.

3.0_MUXnb41188:
LKA39: Recovery of

STM1o Paddle Board

Problem Description: The paddle board PB-STM-1o/6 (PBP8) which is 
used with the SI-1/16-4/4 unit does not recover properly after a system 
power-cycle. The same problem applies, when the PB is provisioned 
during the initial node creation.

3.0_MUXnb45288:
LKA4: Unexpected

VC3cDEG

Problem Description: After a reset of the IP-LAN/8 unit an unexpected 
VC3cDEG alarm is raised for all monitored VC3 TTPs on the unit.

3.0_MUXsh01221:
Cascading MSP and HO-

SNC

Problem Description: When an MSP protection group is to be 
established and the working section contains the leg of an HO-SNC 
cross connection the creation of the MSP group is rejected.

3.0_MUXnb41002:
ITM-CIT: VCG differential
delay for VC-12 based VCG

on LKA53

Problem Description: If a VC-12 Virtual Concatenation Group is 
established on an IP-GE/2F-OS unit and the differential delay for a 
member is retrieved via the CIT, the value that will be shown will be 
four times smaller than the actual differential delay. As an example, if 1 
ms is shown on the CIT the actual delay is 4 ms.

3.0_MUXnb37948:
LKA53: LPT: does not

react on SDH defects

Problem Description: IP-GE/2F-OS does not execute a consequent 
action on SDH path SSF or SSD defects towards the LAN interface. On 
the one hand the Link Path Through (LPT) feature leads to consequent 
actions due to RCF (remote client failure) scenarios. Also a SSF (server 
signal fail) or SSD (server signal degrade) from the SDH layer should be 
handled by LPT but it is not.

3.0_MUXnb40278:
LKA53: VC4cTIM not

raised for substructured
VC-4

Problem Description: The trace identifier mismatch alarm for a VC-4 
signal that is terminated on an IP-GE/2F-OS unit will not be raised if this 
VC-4 is substructured into VC-3 or VC-12 containers, regardless of 
whether the TIM defect exists or not. The consequent actions will work 
properly.

3.0_MUXnb40939:
LKA53: EMACcLOF

alarm

Problem Description: The EMACcLOF alarm is not properly working 
and needs to be ignored. 

3.0_MUXnb40751:
MS-SPRing switch status

display on the ITM-SC

Problem Description: ITM-SC shows wrong MS-SPRing state 
information (switch status and line status) if a switch request is currently 
served in the ring. Only for the NE acting as head-end node (i.e. the node 
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actively involved in executing a protection switch, which received a 
bridge request from another node) the proper state information is 
displayed. 

3.0_MUXnb40524
GbE LKA12: missing

LOPC and LOTC alarms

Problem Description: In the case of failures of VC connections of 
LCAS connections on LKA12 the related alarms LOPC and LOTC 
indicating the loss of transport capacity are not raised for VC-3s. 

3.0_MUXnb40412
HO-SNCP: Switching

limitations

Problem Description: HO-SNCP does not consider any NIM related 
defects for automatic protection switching if the termination point is set 
to not- monitored for the two input tributaries. This concerns all types of 
core units.
In detail all SNC/N defects are not considered as contributor: 
- dAIS (all-ones in C2 POH byte) 
- dUneq (Unequipped) 
- dTIM (Trace Identifier Mismatch) 
- dDEG (Degraded)
However all SNC/I defects will be used for HO-SNCP, regardless of the 
TP mode configuration:
- dLOP (Loss of Pointer) 
- dAIS (all-ones in H1, H2 MSOH bytes - AU-Pointer) 
- dTYM (Au Type Mismatch) 

3.0_MUXnb40155:
3.0_MUXnb41044:

LKA53: Capacity reduction
of a VCG

Problem Description: If two systems are connected over virtual 
concatenation groups (VCGs) on the WAN side of IP-GE/2F-OS units 
and the capacity of the VCG is reduced at one of the two systems, with 
the aim to decrease the bandwidth available for traffic, then the 
bandwidth may not be reduced. Instead the traffic will continue to run 
over the deleted VCG members. The bandwidth reduction will occur 
after the members have been deleted at both ends of the connection.
The deletion of an VC member of an VCG leads to an short hit on the 
Ethernet traffic (some frames are lost) although it is expected to work 
hitless. A remaining portion of this problem is covered by the KPNC 
4.0_MUXnb45761.

3.0_MUXnb40158
LKA53: Missing SQM

alarm

Problem Description: In the case on the LKA53 a SQM (Sequence 
Number Mismatch) defect is present in the incoming virtual 
concatenated stream this is not alarmed by the SQM fault cause but the 
detected defect will lead to a server signal fail condition of the 
concatenation group 

3.0_MUXsh00754
LO-SNCP on R1.0 Core

Units

Problem Description: LO-SNCP does not consider any defects for 
protection switching if the termination point is set to not- monitored for 
the two input tributaries. Therefore an automatic switching will not take 
place for R1.0 core units (LKA 24/25/26/27/47). 
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3.0_MUXsh00801
SNCP mode change

Problem Description: The operator should not change the revertive 
mode (from revertive to non-revertive or vice versa) for an existing 
SNCP. In some cases the new state is not correctly initialized. This will 
results in traffic loss for a signal fail scenario. 

3.0_MUXnb37958
GbE LKA53: Amount of

Termination Points
restricted

Problem Description: Currently the number of termination points and 
VLAN/port associations is restricted for LKA53. Therefore the 
following rules must be obeyed:
- for fully VC12 substructured VCGs on LKA53, no more then 3 circuit 
packs should be provisioned in the system. 
- for fully VC3 or VC4 substructured VCGs on LKA53, no more then 5 
packs should be provisioned in the system. 
- for any mixture, no more then 4 packs should be provisioned in the 
system. Note: Any other Ethernet unit (LKA4, LKA12) does not 
contribute to this limitation

3.0 MUXnb37880
GbE LKA53: VC-12

substructuring

Problem Description: The LKA53 supports 16 vc4. Each VC-4 can be 
sub-structured into VC-12 which can then be used as member of a virtual 
concatenation group. This results then worst case in 1008 vc12. ITM-SC 
cannot parse some notifications in such configuration. This has the 
following impact: 
- no provisioning of VCGs at all for this card via ITM-SC 
- manager database and NE database will be out-of sync 
- The mib download for such a configuration will not work 
- as side effect, the upgrade to the next major release needing a MIB 
transformation is not possible. 

3.0 MUXnb39915
GbE LKA53: Interworking

with X8PL

Problem Description: LCAS is having trouble if there exists a gap in 
the sequence of cross connections between a LKA53 and X8PL. In this 
case only unidirectional traffic can be established. This does not happen 
in case of an active group that looses one of its active VC members. Also 
there is no issue if VC members need to be added later to the VCG, e.g. 
going from VC-12-4v to VC-12-5v.

3.0_MUXnb39910
GbE LKA12/53: VC12

sequence number not visible
on ITM-CIT

Problem Description: The sequence number of a VC path (VC12) that 
belongs to a virtual concatenation group can not be retrieved on ITM-
CIT for LKA12 and LKA53. It is therefore difficult to set up the correct 
TP sequence for a virtual concatenation group on the RX side, e.g. in 
case of non-LCAS operation where the binding has to be done by hand. 

3.0_MUXnb39916
GbE LKA53: Display of

active capacity

Problem Description: When removing cross connections on higher 
layer paths carrying lower order transport containers used for virtual 
concatenation with LCAS, the resulting capacity is not correctly 
displayed on the Management system. Nevertheless the corresponding 
tribs are correctly removed from the transport. 

3.0_MUXnb39904
LKA53: No STP and GVRP

Problem Description: There is no Spanning Tree and GVRP running on 
LKA53. This results in:
1. Misleading operator interface because STP, GVRP is visible and 
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command entries are not prohibited 
2. STP is not operational and hence an always loop free network must be 
ensured by configuration. There is no resiliency apart from the 
underlying SDH protection.

3.0_MUXnb39843
GbE LKA53: LOPC and

LOTC alarming not correct

Problem Description: For a switch in repeater mode with LCAS 
enabled the loss of total transmission capacity alarm (LOTC) is not 
raised if all VCs are lost, instead the LOPC (loss of partial transmission 
capacity is raised after the last VC is lost). The LOPC alarm however is 
cleared correctly if the full capacity is re-established and all VCs are 
available again.

3.0_MUXnb39736
GbE LKA53: Flow Control

limitations

Problem Description: The flow control mechanism (used at repeater 
mode) shall guarantee that the native ethernet LAN port shall be 
throttled to the available WAN bandwidth. If the WAN size changes 
(e.g. SDH path failures of multiple VC’s) then this is no longer reflected 
in the PAUSE thresholds, and thus packets might be dropped on ingress 
as long as the path failure persists. As a second effect the transport 
capacity can not be utilized to100%. For VC3-xv and VC4-xv, only the 
pipes providing full Gigabit transport (VC4-7v, VC3-21v) will ensure 
100% throughput. For all other configurations below 7v, and 21v 
respectively, only 93% of the provisioned WAN bandwidth can be 
transported without frame loss. 

3.0_MUXnb39641:
SC reboots, when PBP6 will

be unassigned

Problem Description: When PM points are provisioned for ports on the 
electrical paddle board PBP6, every time, when an unassignment of the 
paddle board is made, the System Controller will reboot. The traffic is 
not affected here, but the association to ITM-SC and ITM-CIT is lost, 
when an SC reboot happens. A new login to ITM-SC and ITM-CIT is 
necessary after an SC reboot. 

3.0_MUXnb39070:
LKA12, LKA4: VC3VcSSF

is raised unfunded

Problem Description: In case of using a single VC3 for data transport 

on LKA12/LKA4 units a VC3VcSSF (The lower order network connec-

tion is unavailable due to faults in the serving higher order and/or section 

layers) is alarmed due to the fact that the virtual concatenation group is 

consisting out of only one VC3. This alarm needs to be ignored.

3.0_MUXnb38028:
GbE LKA53: VC12

performance monitoring

Problem Description: VC12 Performance Monitoring is not supported 
by IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53). The results when retrieving PM information 
for lower order VC12 on this card are undefined, PM is currently not 
supported.

3.0_MUXnb38790:
GbE LKA53: Asymmetric

LCAS mode

Problem Description: If a VCG pair of an IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) is 
operating with asymmetric LCAS settings (one direction with LCAS 
enabled while the other is disabled) no traffic will pass through.
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3.0_MUXnb38810:
GbE LKA53: TUG-3

Substructuring not possible

Problem Description: TUG-3 substructuring is not possible if other 
parts of VC-4 are assigned to a VCG. If an IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) unit 
is in use and parts of a particular VC-4 are assigned already to virtual 
concatenation groups, then it is not possible to change the substructure of 
TUG-3s within that VC-4. This is the case even if the TUG-3 that is to be 
substructured is not itself in use.

3.0_MUXnb35727:
LKA4: QoS restriction in

Provider Bridge Mode

Problem Description: Provider Bridge Mode does not provide QoS 
classification, queueing and scheduling “QoS_CQS”. 
- Don't enable “QoS_CQS” in Provider Bridge Mode
- Egress port provisioning does not support queueing and scheduling in 
the currently available submode of IEEE802.1ad tagging mode 
- if “QoS_CQS” is disabled, the management systems will display the 
'”Rate Control Mode” with the value “None”. 
This applies to the per flow rate controlling mechanism only. A rate 
controlling per physical port is nevertheless possible. 

3.0_MUXnb38324:
GbE: Port Monitoring State

Problem Description: The transition of the port monitoring mode 
“AUTO” to “MONITORED” does not work as expected for GbE packs 
IP-GE/2 and IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA12 and LKA53). Thus the state 
"AUTO" is to be avoided and the monitoring has to be enabled 
manually.

3.0_MUXsh00378:
LKA4: Static VLAN

configuration is not cleared

Problem Description: When making use of the create-node command 
to an already configured and running the data unit IP-LAN/8 (LKA4), 
then this does not clear the currently provisioned data configuration from 
the unit's volatile memory (RAM) if the command list contains more 
than just assigning the card to its system slot. This has the effect that e.g. 
VLAN lists are still filled with old entries until the unit is unplugged or 
the work around is done.

3.0_MUXnb36173:
GbE LKA53: Throughput
with short Ethernet packet

length

Problem Description: The throughput through the IP-GE/2F-OS 
(LKA53) unit with short Ethernet frames (i.e. 64 bytes Ethernet frames) 
gives a measured full bandwidth of two gigabit full duplex streams of 
approximately 70-75% (as one can see on test equipment). This is due to 
the fact that the packets are treated internally as 64+4 bytes, reducing the 
available bandwidth. For average packets of ~500 bytes length, this is 
100% and the same for jumbo frames. 

3.0_MUXnb36953:
Fault List per Instance

settings

Problem Description: If an alarm in the Global Fault List is set to "Not 
Reported" but in the Specific Fault List per Instance it is set to 
"Reported" the alarm is not reported. The other direction is working as 
expected.

3.0_MUXsh00608:
Alarms during set-up of 1+1

STM-1e equipment
protection

Problem Description: If the operator assigns and inserts a PBP6 (STM-
1e 1+1 protection PB for use in conjunction with SI-1/M (LKA39) into a 
paddle board slot pair, the alarms 
- PBcUPF: Paddle board failure
- PBcEQF: Paddle board failure - protected
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will be present permanently: The alarms will be cleared in the moment 
that the 1+1 equipment protection group for the slot pair is created. The 
paddle boards are not defective, unless the alarms are still present after 
the protection has been established.

3.0_MUXnb37969:
MSP: Number MSP

protection pairs

Problem Description: Due to performance constraints the number of 
MSP protection pairs has to be restricted to 32. The NE will no reject if 
the restriction is violated. But the operator might see performance 
impairments if the restriction is not obeyed.

3.0_MUXnb38756:
Alarming for MSP1+1opt

on LKA39 units

Problem Description: In the case of assigning an optimized MSP group 
on the SI-1/M (LKA39) the alarming on AU level is not correct:
- AU-AIS and AU-LOP alarms are reported against the protection TP if 
the defects are present on the inactive port
- AU-AIS and AU-LOP of the active protection bandwidth will be 
reason for an AU-LOP alarm on this port if the protection bandwidth is 
selected.

3.0_MUXnb37527:
PM: PJE Monitoring

Problem Description: The standard requests, that for each STM-N 
interface one PJE monitor for a provisionable time slot shall be 
supported. This requirement is met. But the NE allows the provisioning 
of a second PJE monitor, but this should be rejected. 

3.0_MUXnb38474:
LKA50: Incorrect ES and

SES counter

Problem Description: When enabling MS, RS PM on a SI-x16 SFP/1 
(LKA50), sometimes the ES and SES counter will be set to 1 even 
monitored signal is errorfree.The problem only occurs at the moment 
that the provisioning is done.

3.0_MUXnb38661:
LKA39, LKA50: User byte

access not working

Problem Description: Even though it is possible to provision the user 
bytes (E1, F1, E2) to be available at customer overhead ports, this 
provisioning takes no effect for the SI-1/M (LKA39) and SI-x16 SFP/1 
(LKA50) units. For these units, the user bytes are not connected to the 
overhead ports regardless of the provisioning.

3.0_MUXnb38665:
LKA39, LKA50: Potential

loss of DCC connectivity

Problem Description: If a SW upgrade or a replacement of the system 
controller unit is performed while the core unit in the lower core unit slot 
(LS2, protection) is active, the DCC connectivity for ports hosted on SI-
x16 SFP/1(LKA50) and SI-1/M (LKA39) units may be lost.

3.0_MUXnb39302:
LKA48: VC4-4C NIM
reports wrong Alarms

Problem Description: If the NIM is enabled for a AU4-4c on SI-
16SFPc2/4 (LKA48) an error free signal will be declared degraded and 
UAS will be declared in PM.
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2.0_MUXnb29934:
Pause Mode provisioning

Problem Description: Set pause mode to enable for ports not used in 
port groups: The NE does not set the pause mode to enable if the port is 
not used in a port group although this is the initial values after unit 
assignment. Therefore you can disable the pause mode after unit 
assignment but you cannot change again back to enabled. 

1.1_TGMnb00081:
GbE: QoS related

provisioning

Problem Description: When setting up data traffic on GbE cards, the 
customer can select an MLAN-QoS mode that is de facto not yet 
implemented. The system does neither block or alarm these settings, 
instead it returns to default settings silently.

1.0_1020020:
Alarming for removed Core

unit on ITM-SC

Problem Description: When a Core unit is removed from the shelf, at 
the GUI of the ITM-SC only the Cross-Connect part of the Core unit is 
declared failed (red color). The Line and Timing parts of the Core unit 
show no red color.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R3.0.2 wrt R3.0.1

3.0_MUXnb40347:
LKA4: Change of

provisioned Ethertype

Problem Description: After changing the ethertype of an Virtual 
Switch of an LKA4 unit, the STP state of WAN ports might be broken. 
Thus a Change of provisioned Ethertype should not be executed without 
additional actions. 

3.0_MUXnb38204:
VCG differential delay

Problem Description: The ITM-SC currently displays the delay in units 
'us' (it does not show the unit's type of the measured delay on the screen) 
and does not display delay times higher than 4 ms. The ITM-CIT 
currently displays the actual delay value multiplied with 125 (it shows 
values from 0...4000 ms which actually means 0...32 ms).

3.0_MUXnb40151
LKA53: LCAS limitations

Problem Description: Signal Degrade conditions of members of a VCG 
hosted on an IP-GE/2F-OS unit will not lead to the exclusion of the 
member from the active set of members, but will result in the member 
continuing to be used for payload purposes. Since the degraded member 
will continue to be used, the transport of the data over the VCG will be 
degraded as a result. 

3.0_MUXnb39918:
GbE LKA12/53: VC12

sequence number not visible
on ITM-SC

Problem Description: When trying to retrieve the sequence number of a 
VC in a VCG with ITM-SC on LKA12 and LKA53, the information is 
not visible within the first attempt. 
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3.0_MUXnb39995
GbE LKA53: VC12

alarming

Problem Description: The IP-GE/2F-OS supports 16 VC-4. Each VC-4 
can be sub-structured into 63 x VC-12. The VC-12 termination points of 
VC-4 number 5 and higher can not be enabled. This results in the 
absence of fault management for the respective VC12’s

3.0_MUXnb37836:
GbE LKA12: Changing

LO-cross connection

Problem Description: In case of a LAN interface transporting already 
Ethernet data in a point to point repeater mode application with pause 
mode enabled a delete and create of a LO cross connection may result in 
a permanent disturbance of the transmit direction of the GbE LAN port.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R3.0.1 wrt R3.0

3.0_MUXnb39022:
3.0_MUXnb39311:

New R3.0 Core Units:
Signal Degradation

threshold settings

Problem Description: The only available signal degraded threshold 
profile (for VC3 and VC12) on Core units of types SI-16SFPc2/4 and SI-
64c2/1 (R3.0 core units) is the default threshold, what means the user 
cannot set different degraded thresholds. However the system accepts 
setting different values/profiles which however are not used. This means 
the operator can set different values and they seem to be accepted but 
still only the defaults are used.

3.0_MUXnb39033:
LKA24, LKA25: Alarming

of LO-cross connect TPs

Problem Description: On the LO-cross connect on STM16 Core units 
the alarms for AU- and TU-AIS and LOP are not raised when the 
termination point is not monitored.

3.0_MUXnb40125:
MS-SPring: Signal fail

Problem Description: Unexpected signal fail condition in a ms-spring 
ring although no LOS condition exists.

3.0_MUXnb39930:
SNCP: Long switch times

Problem Description: The SNCP switching times are out of 
specifications in case of a core unit removal. 

3.0_MUXnb39894:
LKA48: Unexpected

AU4cTYM alarms

Problem Description: At the LKA48 unexpected concatenation type 
mismatch alarms (AU4cTYM) can be seen at ports that transport AIS 
signals in some of the AU4. Condition: A Loss of Signal is first 
generated at such a port and afterwards cleared.

3.0_MUXnb39878:
PBP5/PBP8 initialization

problem

Problem Description: The LKA39 paddle boards PBP5 andPBP8 
(STM-1e and STM1o) frequently don't get out the UNITcINIT state after 
removal/insertion. As a consequence the traffic is not restored and no 
alarm is raised at the ITM-SC/ITM-CIT.
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3.0_MUXsh00727:
LKA4: VLAN

configuration mismatch
alarm

Problem Description: If an IP-LAN/8 (LKA4) unit is running in IEEE 
mode an unfounded alarm MACcVCM (VLAN configuration mismatch) 
might raised after some time. The data traffic is not affected.

3.0_MUXnb37779:
CC recovery interrupts

traffic for protection STM-4
ports

Problem Description: If the active Core unit recovers (i.e. performs SW 
warmstart) and an STM-4 MSP protection port on an SI-1/M (LKA39) 
carries the worker traffic, the traffic for AU4 timeslots 2, 3 and 4 will be 
interrupted for several seconds (the exact amount depends on the 
configuration but it may be in the range of minutes). The protection MSP 
port may carry the traffic due to the following causes: 
(1) a pending external switch request (i.e. Manual or Forced Switch) 
(2) an SD/SF condition on the worker port 
The core unit’s software warmstart may be caused by the following 
scenarios:
(A) spontaneous reset of a unit due to a software exception 
(B) Core unit warmstart due to the activation of a new software image 
(i.e. upgrade) 

3.0_MUXnb38922:
NUTRcPND alarm not

cleared

Problem Description: The NUTRcPND (NUT Switch Request 
Pending) alarm is intended to indicate that a request to enable NUT on a 
time slot on an MS-SPRing was not successful. Occasionally this alarm 
may be wrongfully present after the successful setup of NUT on a time 
slot. Check that the time slot was successfully activated as NUT using 
the CIT or the SC and ignore the alarm.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R3.0 wrt R2.0

2.0_MUXnb31636:
Bit errors in case of not
synchronized 10G NEs

Problem Description: The problem exists if 10G systems (equipped 
with SI-64 C1/1 core units LKA26, LKA27, LKA47) are in freerunning 
mode or if there is a frequency offset between the received 10Gbit/s line 
signal and the system clock. Depending on the frequency offset there is a 
traffic interruption which could be detected as B3 errors (on a SDH 
system) or bit errors e.g. for a 2 Mbit/s signal. The frequency of 
interruption depends on the frequency offset between the received 
10Gbit/s line signal and system frequency. In case of e.g. 0.1 ppm the 
errors will occur every 131 seconds. The problem will also occur after 
some time in case of a synchronized network where one is going in 
holdover state. However a short time in holdover should not cause any 
biterrors. The problem only affects systems equipped with SI-64 C1/1 
core units.
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2.0_MUXsh00210:
STM1o: TTI in case of SF

Problem Description: During LOS and LOF conditions on STM1o 
ports, the value retrieved by the management system for the "accepted J0 
TTI" parameter will equal the provisioned value for the "expected J0 
TTI".

2.0_MUXnb32294:
Configuring VC-n SNCP

sections with CIT

Problem Description: Configuring VC-n SNCP sections back-to-back 
is not possible with CIT. The NE supports the concept of virtual CTP in 
order to allow the configuration of a SNCP back-to-back application. 
This back-to-back SNCP application is characterized by: (1) the signal is 
selected from either the worker or the protection tributary of the path 
selector; e.g. the signal is dropped from the first SCNCP ring. The output 
of the selector is modelled by means of a virtual CTP. (2) the output of 
the selector is then bridged to two different output; e.g. the signal is 
added to a second SNCP ring. The provisioning of this virtual CTPs is 
not possible via CIT for VC3 and VC-12. 

2.0_MUXnb32062:
DNI between SNCP and

MSP-SPRing

Problem Description: Continue on protection for DNI does not work in 
case of a node failure of the primary node. I.e. the secondary node has to 
add the circuit not only to the protection timeslot as extra traffic but also 
to the corresponding protection timeslot as part of the loopback switch. 
This special behavior does not work; i.e. traffic is lost in case of a 
primary node failure. 

2.0_MUXnb29783:
MSP1+1 on STM1e tribs

Problem Description: The creation of an MSP1+1 Group with 
electrical tributary units is not denied, although this operation is not 
supported.

2.0_MUXnb29742:
AU-PJE PM on STM-16

trib

Problem Description: The counting of Pointer Justifications Events 
occurred on an STM16 trib port is done correctly only on AU4#1. All 
other AUs display incorrect values.

1.1.1_MUXnb26887: Auto
negotiation bypass

functionality

Problem Description: The system will only support link partners that 
have the 'Auto-negotiation' functionality enabled. If this functionality is 
disabled or not supported, the auto-negotiating equipment will declare 
the link as 'down', therefore a two way communication cannot be 
established. Also, transmission is not possible, and an alarm is raised: 
'PHY_GEcANM' (Auto negotiation mismatch). This behavior is 
standard compliant acc. IEEE 802.3 chapter 37 for Gigabit Ethernet 
PHY operation, where the auto negotiation functionality is stated 
mandatory for Gigabit Interfaces. Nevertheless it precludes operation 
with a link partner that does not support Auto negotiation.

1.1.1_MUXnb32053:
IP-GE/2: LAN port

monitoring state

Problem Description: A CTL reset flips the port state of the GbE-ports 
from “MONITORED” to “AUTO” in case there is no signal applied to 
this GbE-port during the reboot.
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1.1.1_SC_CPDnb01149:
WAN port state update

Problem Description: ITM-SC does not correctly display port state 
information w.r.t the (in-)active topology of the Spanning Tree. 
Especially the state 'Forwarding' is sometimes confused with the state 
'Broken', which suggests to the user that transmission is affected.

1.1.1_CPDnb01359:
ITM-CIT VLAN

information

Problem Description: The window "Edit Static VLAN Entry" at ITM-
CIT for assigning a VLAN to a tagged or untagged port membership is 
not displayed correctly. Also at window "VLAN Information" of ITM-
CIT it is shown in column "Status" always "Static" while ITM-SC shows 
"composite".

1.0_1022910:
Incorrect alarms for

equipment protected LKA3
units

Problem Description: In case a 1+1 equipment protection group exists 
for STM-1E units, the raising and clearing of alarms (AIS, SSF) is not 
always done correctly when changing the port mode or performing an 
equipment protection switch.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R2.0 wrt R1.1.2

1.0_1023129:
MS-SPRing traffic lost

when pulling/re-inserting
both Core units

Description: When pulling/inserting both 10G core units, traffic is not 
always restored for a tributary MS-SPRing group.

1.0_1023075:
No AU type mismatch

alarm on STM-4 port when
input is AU4-4c

Description: When the AU type of an STM-4 port has been provisioned 
as 4 x AU4, no AU Type Mismatch alarms are raised when the input 
signal AU type is AU4-4c.

1.0_1023256:
ITM-CIT online WEB

documentation cannot be
opened from Help Menu

Description: When, after logging into an NE, menu "Help" is selected, 
and subsequently "ITM-CIT RX.Y Help" is selected, one should see an 
Internet browser pop up and open the online WEB help document for 
that type of NE. However, for some PCs installed with Microsoft 
Windows, especially those installed with Non-MS IE internet browsers 
(Netscape, Opera, etc.), this document does not become available.

1.0_1023076:
No AU type mismatch

alarms for all AU4s when
input is AU4-16c

Description: When the AU type of an STM-16 line port has been 
provisioned as 16x AU4, and uni-directional cross-connections have 
been provisioned towards the other STM-16 line port, not for all 16 
AU4s an AU Type Mismatch alarm is raised when the input signal AU 
type is AU4-16c.
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1.0_1022314:
Incorrect ring map on ITM-

CIT

Description: When the ITM-CIT is logged into one of the NEs of an 
MS-SPRing ring, the port information in the ring map of that NE is 
correctly displayed on the ITM-CIT. However, the ring map of other 
NEs in that ring (to which the ITM-CIT has not directly logged-in) 
contains incorrect port information.

1.0_1022243:
Far End SES Declaration

Threshold not functioning
for the Line side

Description: The Bi-directional Performance Monitoring does not start 
to count Forward or Backward SES (severely errored seconds) for AU4, 
AU4-4c and AU4-16c when the HPREI is far above the Far End SES 
Declaration Threshold of 2400 (BER: 1.6x 10-5 in case of AU4), it 
simply continues to count BBEs.

1.0_1021500:
Changed Time Interval only

used by NE after changing
the Errored Blocks/Seconds

value

Description: When changing the Time Interval for any Signal Degrade 
Threshold, the value is accepted by the NE and is shown on the 
managers (ITM-SC and ITM-CIT). The value internally in the NE is not 
used until the work around is applied.

1.1_MUXhz04190:
Backup store errored after

power down/up

Description: The backup store of the system software has state "Error" 
after reseating the controller or power cycling the system, even though it 
was "Inactive" after finishing the download.

1.1_1023673:
ITM-CIT needs to update

twice

Description: Retrieving the PM data for GbE the CIT does not show the 
actual values.

1.1_TGMhz11369:
J1 Path trace not working

in TS9 on STM1/STM4

Description: AU4 J1 path trace monitoring is not available for STM4 
and STM1 tributaries in slot 9. In the case an STM4 or STM1 tributaries 
are inserted in Slot 9 using a STM64 core unit no J1 monitoring is 
supported. This is independent of the used J1 pattern and also 
independent of the used configuration. However the slot is supported 
with an STM16 core.

1.1_TGMnb00123:
STM-1 trib reports

AU-LOP and AU-AIS

Description: AU-LOP is not alarmed correctly for STM-1 tributary 
packs. Instead of alarming AU-LOP only an additional AU-AIS alarm is 
raised. This AU-AIS alarm is unexpected.

1.1_TGMnb00190:
STM-16 trib reports
AU-AIS iso AU-LOP

Description: AU-LOP is not alarmed correctly for STM-16 tributary 
packs (LKA22/LKA23). Instead of alarming AU-LOP an AU-AIS alarm 
is raised.

1.1_TGMhz09472:
NE does not clear NIDcFLR

- Node ID conflict alarm

Description: If NEs are added or removed to a MS-SPRing ring, it can 
happen, that a NIDcFLR alarm is not cleared, although all nodes in the 
ring have a proper node ID assigned during automatic ring discovery. 
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1.1_TGMhz11356:
AU-4 Path PM

Thresholding

Description: No AU-4 Path PM Thresholding is possible for STM-1o, 
port 4 if is set to AU-4 Mode. If Performance Monitoring is enabled on 
path level on the fourth port of a STM-1 optical unit, no Threshold Alerts 
are raised in AU4 mode for the AU-4 non-intrusive monitoring function. 

1.1_TGMhz11247:
Incorrect Reset Threshold
Reports sent at the end of

the interval, despite having
UAS

Description: After inserting BBE, ES, SES and UAS above it 
Thresholds for all parameters the TR Thresholds are sent. Then in the 
next PM interval only UAS errors are inserted (above RTR Threshold). 
(BBE, ES and SES values are below it's RTR Thresholds). If the values 
for BBE and/or ES and/or SES are below the individual RTR threshold 
at the end of an subsequent interval, a RTR has to be sent if UAS is Zero 
for this interval. However, the UAS contribution is not taken into 
account, i.e. the RTR will be sent with UAS not equal Zero, as well.

1.1_TGMhz11241:
Creation of 1+1 Equipment
Protection Group rejected

after unassign failed

Description: The problem exists if a TS or PB is set to unassign but this 
unassignment is not possible because this board carries traffic or a DCC 
channel is enabled. The command will be rejected which is correct. But 
after this procedure an 1+1 equipment protection group provisioning is 
no longer possible. The customer see an error "...board not present"(CIT) 
and the ITM-SC responses with "unsuccessful".

1.1.1_MUXsh00040:
Incorrect alarming on the

VCG

Description: A Virtual Concatenation Group raises an misleading alarm 
(e.g. VC12 iso VC3)in case of Server Signal Fail. The VCG that has SSF 
status (e.g. it is missing it's corresponding partner pack) associates the 
payload VC12 to the SSF instead of the (provisioned) VC3. 

1.1.1_MUXnb23982:
Usage of EOW-bytes

Description: Currently there are two limitations for the use of the EOW-
bytes. 1) E1 and F1 (RSOH) cannot be used from the same section at the 
same time. 2) E2 (MSOH) may not work on STM16 tributary units and 
on the STM64 ports.

1.1.1_MUXnb27971:
Abnormal State not cleared

by MSP

Description: If the operator makes a protection switch (e.g. manual 
switch to protection in revertive scheme) for 1+1 MSP group and 
therefore causing abnormal condition and afterwards that protection state 
is changed due to the detection of an SF/SD condition, then the abnormal 
condition is not cleared.

1.1.1_MUXnb27726:
Timing switch during

upgrade

Description: In case of an upgrade of an NE from Rel.1.1 to R.1.1.1 or 
R.1.1.1 to R.1.1.2 and if the neighboring NEs using this NE as timing 
source the neighboring NEs can go in "HOLDOVER" and then the 
complete synchronization chain will switch to another timing source. 
After some time the neighboring NEs go back in "LOCKED". This 
causes some alarming and timing switching but does not interrupt the 
traffic. An additional problem can occur if the NEs use the station clock 
outputs. Depending on configuration the output clock of the NEs are 
squelched. The network behavior depends on the architecture of the 
synchronization network.
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1.1.1_MUXnb28017:
Persistent Path Alarm on

Protection Timeslots

Description: If MS-SPRing ring switches take place, it can happen, that 
persistent path alarms are reported for protection timeslots where 
corresponding worker timeslot are used for traffic and therefore the 
TPMode is set monitored.

1.1.1_MUXnb28137:
VC-4 and VC-4-4c

threshold crossing alarms
on LKA11

Description: For Higher Order Non Intrusive Monitors, supervising 
traffic from STM-1/STM-4 tributary units no Threshold Crossing Alerts 
are reported. PM counters in general work as expected.

1.1.1_MUXnb28272:
LCAS sink problem

Description: When creating a group of 4 VC4s for transmission with 
600MBit/s and one by one adding the individual VCs to it, traffic can be 
lost when the fourth VC4 is added.

1.1.1_MUXnb27344:
Overflow of 24h Counters

for LAN&WAN

Description: PM can count the amount of traffic passing through the 
LAN/WAN port. This counter can overflow, resulting in a negative 
value.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R1.1.2 wrt R1.1.1

1.0_1023011:
AU4 AIS alarms on CIT

when J0 mismatch detected

Description: When a Trace Identifier Mismatch is detected for J0 on the 
10G Core unit, incorrectly also AU4 AIS alarms are raised for all 64 
AU4s. Additionally, these AU4 AIS alarms are not visible on the ITM-
SC, they are only visible on the ITM-CIT.

1.1_TGMnb00218:
GbE: LCAS does start with

reduced bandwidth

Description: LCAS should only be enabled before setting up cross-
connections (when designing the VCG) or if the provisioned VCG is 
fully operational, and NOT if the provisioned VCG is in a faulty state.

1.1_TGMhz11375:
GbE: Permanent and

unreasonable auto-
negotiation mismatch alarm

Description: The network element will report auto negotiation 
mismatch alarm permanently via ITM-SC and ITM-CIT for the IP-GE/2 
without cause, while traffic is error free. Traffic will be established on all 
LAN ports without problems and transmission is not effected. Per 
current experience this is restricted to LAN port 2. Though this is a 
problem of wrongly displayed information there is no work around and 
also it can not be checked from the NE that there is really no problem in 
the negotiation of the PAUSE operation, flow control and duplex mode. 
(Duplex mode anyway not supported on GE, always full duplex). This is 
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because the Auto negotiation status will always display 'complete' and 
the Remote fault status does also not report an error in case of a 
mismatch.

1.1_1023600:
EoS encapsulation on FE

Description: EoS with Metro-ADM does only work for signals without 
concatenation, thus limiting the TransLAN interworking capabilities 
with equipment which only supports EoS (instead of GFP). This affects 
e.g. old releases of WaveStar ADM16/1 (Senior) and WaveStar 
ADM16/1C (Compact).

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Problems Fixed In R1.1.1 wrt. R1.1

1.1_MUXnb24568:
Unexpected SF condition

after core switch

Description: After a switch of the core unit there might be an 
unexpected MS-SPRing protection switch on the line ports. This is 
caused by an incorrectly detected "Signal Failed" condition while the 
request should be "No Request". This problem does only appear if a core 
unit is reseated and becomes activated (in terms of CORE 1+1 
equipment protection) within 20 minutes after the reset. Any later core 
switch will not trigger this problem.

1.0_1019306:
Unexpected change of active

Core unit after SC reset

Description: In case the equipment protection switch state of the Core 
units is "Manual to Protection", and the system controller resets (e.g. due 
to an MIB Download), the service switches back to the worker unit, thus 
causing a short traffic hit.

1.0_1020795:
PJE counters stay zero
when no bi-directional

connection present

Description: With 2.5G Core units in the system, PM counters for 
pointer justification events for AU4 CTPs and AU4-4c CTPs are only 
active in case such a CTP is involved in a bi-directional cross 
connection.

1.0_1021603:
Unexpected alarms when

removing input signal and
outloop active

Description: When, for STM-1 and STM-4 (tributary) units, an outloop 
has been provisioned for a port, and the incoming signal of that port is 
removed, Loss-Of-Signal and Laser Failure alarms show up for that port. 
When the outloop is removed, the alarms are cleared.

1.0_1023123:
VC4cSSF alarms dependent

on PM enabling on LKA3

Description: When enabling/disabling Performance Monitoring on an 
AU4 CTP of an LKA3 unit, existing VC4cSSF failures are 
raised/cleared, whereas these failures should not depend on Performance 
Monitoring being enabled or not.

1.0_1021677:
VC4cTIM alarms having

wrong location, or not being
raised

Description: When an 2.5G Core unit is used, and an AU4/VC4 TP of a 
tributary unit in one of slots TS6-TS9 is connected to an AU4/VC4 TP of 
an other tributary unit (in any tributary slot), any VC4 Trail Trace 
Identifier mismatch detected on the first unit leads to an alarm being 
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reported with the location of an AU4 CTP of line port LP1.1.
Also, when one of the AU4 CTPs of the tributary unit in TS6-TS9 is 
connected to an AU4 CTP of line port LP1.1, and Trail Trace Identifier 
mismatch detection has been enabled for the line port, any such 
mismatches do not lead to a VC4cTIM alarm being reported.

1.0_1022282:
No TTI information

available when protection
STM-1E unit active

Description: When a 1+1 equipment protection group is created for 
STM-1E units, and a connection is made between one of the AU4 CTPs 
to an AU4 CTP of an other unit, no TTI information is available in case 
the service has been switched to the protection STM-1E unit.

1.0_1022419:
MS-SPRing alarms

displayed with unknown
location

Description: On the ITM-SC and ITM-CIT the MS-SPRing related 
"Ring open" and "Ring startup in progress" alarms are displayed with 
"unknown" location.

1.0_1022555:
Transmitted ss-bits fixed to

"SDH mode" for STM-16
and STM-64

Description: Irrespective of what has been provisioned, the actually 
transmitted ss-bits of STM-16 and STM-64 interfaces is always "01" 
(SDH mode).

1.0_1022557:
No alarm when extra MS-
SPRing traffic being pre-

empted

Description: When in an MS-SPRing ring, with extra traffic 
connections towards both LP1.1 and LP2.1, a manual switch to 
protection is executed on LP2.1, the ATPcPRM ("Extra traffic pre-
empted") alarm is correctly raised. However, when in this situation only 
the extra traffic connections to LP1.1 are removed, this alarm disappears, 
even though the extra traffic towards LP2.1 is still being pre-empted

1.0_1022609:
No LKA13 and LKA14 in

Release 1.0

Description: The LKA13 and LKA14 units are not supported in R1.0 of 
1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal.

1.0_1022623:
AU4 PJE PM can not

always be started

Description: As long as PM has not been started for more than 928 
different TPs, PJE (adaptation) PM for AU4, AU4-4c and AU4-16c 
CTPs can be started. However, when PM has already been started for 
928 different TPs, PJE PM for an AU4, AU4-4c or AU4-16c CTP can 
only be started when the termination type of PM has already been started 
for that CTP.

1.0_1022847:
No NUT (Selective MS-

SPRing) in R1.0

Description: NUT (Selective MS-SPRing) is not supported in R1.0 of 
1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal.

1.0_1022873:
AU4 LOP on STM-4 unit

reported as AU4 AIS

Description: When the input signal received on an STM-4 unit contains 
AU4 LOP, this is visible as AU4 AIS on the management systems.
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1.0_1022914:
No fault status update after

equipment protection
switch

Description: When an 1+1 equipment protection group exists for STM-
1E units, the worker unit being active, and the System Controller restarts 
and consequently a switch to the protection unit is done, the alarms at the 
ports of the protection unit are not cleared.

1.0_1023128:
Persistent Signal Fail

condition after re-inserting
Core unit

Description: When MSP or MS-SPRing has been provisioned for the 
lines of the 10G Core units, and the active Core unit is pulled and re-
inserted again, it can occur that the other (newly active) Core unit keeps 
seeing a Signal Fail condition for the mate line.

1.0_TGMhz11334:
Failure of Power supply is

not reported

Description: If one of the redundant power supply lines is missing or 
failing, the system does not report any alarm. The Power LED on the 
PUR/PUL is lit green when proper power is connected, otherwise it is 
dark.

1.0_1021463:
LKA6 power-up while

interworking with
Metropolis® AM 1 (Plus)

Description: In a configuration which has interworking of Metropolis® 
AM 1 (Plus) and 1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal, if the 
Metropolis® AM 1 (Plus) is up and running; and connected to the 
STM1o tributary unit LKA6 [housing the Infineon V23806 A84 C5 
transceiver] via an optical cable attenuation of <4 dB, there is a high risk 
that the STM1 channel(s) will not give fault free transmission and a high 
probability that associated LOF and BER alarms will be raised 
intermittently. In the same configuration, if the 1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-universal powers down and up again; or the LKA6 is 
inserted with the fibres attached, the same risks apply.

1.0_1022759:
System Controller hangs
after provisioning DCN

parameters

Description: When DCN parameters which cause a reset of the System 
Controller to take place (Manual Area Address, Node IS-IS Level, LAN 
IS-IS Level) are provisioned, it may occur that the NE does not become 
operational and manageable any more.

1.0_1022866:
MIB Download takes long

Description: An MIB Download for a maximally provisioned NE 
(maximum number of PM points, maximum number of TU12 cross 
connections) can take up to 3 hours.

1.0_1022333:
Unexpected alarm when

activating PM for AU4 CTP

Description: When Performance Monitoring is started for an AU4 CTP 
of a line port of a Core unit, and the CTP mode is "NOT 
MONITORED", nevertheless a VC4 Unequipped alarm is raised for that 
AU4 CTP.

1.0_1023561:
STM1e 1+1 protection not

always switching as
expected

Description: When 1+1 Equipment Protection for STM1e is used, the 
protection might fail. A forced switch is done to working, while the 
working pack is removed. After clearing the situation by inserting the 
pack and clearing the switch the protection can fail for the next switch 
requests.
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1.0_TGMhz11251:
MSP not allowed with

different 10G Core units

Description: MSP 1+1 on STM-64 is only fully functional if both local 
core units are the same type, e.g. LS1 and LS2 are both LKA27. In 
mixed configurations the protection might fail.
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Known Problems For R6.1.8

6.1_MUXsh30583 Problem Description: When start LKA412 and LKA53 PM, if there’s 
no input for the ports, the elapsed time of current bin will not increased 

and the suspect flag is No. For LKA412 and LKA53 PM history bin the 
elapsed time may not correct (few seconds difference vs. standard time 

15min/24hr).

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh30629 Problem Description: When installing LKA39 and PBP8/9, sometimes 
there is no Tx power for the ports on PBP8/9.

Work around: plug out and re-plug in the SFP.

6.1_MUXsh31128 Problem Description: The status of a DCC channel might be abnormal 
after the software upgrade to R6.1.8. The probability of this problem is 

very rare. 

Work around: Disable and enable the affected DCC channel.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.7

6.1_MUXsh22856/
MUXsh11062/1-2415210

QoS not guaranteed

Problem Description: Not all CIR bandwidth can be guaranteed on 
LKA53 with oversubscription enabled.
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Note: This is a system restriction because when the LKA53 hardware 
configuration is throughput optimized, QoS performance will be 

affected. 

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh22792 LKA53
PM data not available

Problem Description: LKA53 Performance Monitoring: eINCP(byte) 

not counted for WAN6.10.

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh23279 PM
display issue when remote

login from CIT

Problem Description: Only approximate 60% of total 1200 PM points 
can be displayed ith CIT remote login.

Work around: Display PM data through local ITM-CIT or through 

OMS.

6.1_MUXsh23180 LKA412
different throughput

performance on different
WAN port

Problem Description: LKA412: throughput on 3rd and 4th WAN are 
approximately 5% less than 1st and 2nd WAN.

Note: This is a system restriction due to a hardware limitation on 
LKA412.

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh23211 LKA412
throughput issue

Problem Description: Received traffic reduced on LKA53 when 

interworking with LKA412. This problem only happens when packet 
length is in the range of 60 bytes to 66 bytes (without FCS).

Note: This is a system restriction due to a hardware limitation on 

LKA412.

Work around: None.

6.1_AR1-3312816 No 1200
PM points with LKA24/25

Problem Description: With R1.0 CORE unit LKA24 or LKA25, when 

a lot of PM counters are enabled, the system will become very slow in 
terms of alarm raise/clear, and the intervention from CIT or OMS. 

Sometimes the system will raise UNITcINIT alarm.

Note: This is a restriction which prevents the system from supporting 
maximum 1,200 PM points, when the system is equipped with specific 

CORE unit (LKA24 or LKA25). But in this case, the system can still 
support up to 900 PM points with this specific configuration.

Work around: None.
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............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.6

No new known problems additional to those as listed for previous 

releases

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.5

No new known problems additional to those as listed for previous 

releases

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.4

6.1_MUXsh13634
LKA58:LPT limitation

Problem Description: On LKA58, when LPT feature is enabled, it's not 

able to detect a TX fiber failure on its GE port.

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh13674
LKA53/LKA58:VC3 LCAS

disable lead to link down

Problem Description: When connect LKA53 with LKA58 through 

VC3 type VCG link, LCAS enabled on one end and disabled on the other 
end, the behavior of EMACcLOF alarm will be different. 

When two LKA53 interworking, no problem.

When two LKA58 interworking with VC3 LCAS, no problem too;

but, if two LKA58 interworking with VC4 LCAS,  the traffic will be 
down when one of them is LCAS disabled, the traffic will be up when 

both of them are LCAS disabled.

if LKA53 interworking with LKA58, the traffic will be down when 
disable VC3 LCAS on LKA53 and enable VC3 LCAS on LKA58, and 

EMACcLOF will reported for LAN port of LKA58.

Work around: Always enable (disable) LCAS on both ends at the same 
time.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.3

No new known problems additional to those as listed for previous 

releases
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............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.2

No new known problems additional to those as listed for previous 

releases

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Known Problems For R6.1.1

No new known problems additional to those as listed for previous 

releases

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Known Problems For R6.1

CPDnb45725
LKA146:STM-16 MS-

Spring Protection issue

Problem Description: When provisioning a 2-fiber STM-16 MS-

SPRing with 1663ADMu, the protection failure will happen if one of the 
intermediate nodes (nodes which are not adjacent to a failed span are 

referred as intermediate nodes) satisfies following condition:

- MS-SPRing is configured on tributary ports. One of these ports is 

among port #5/#9/#10 of LKA146 in Tributary Slot 1.

Protection on this kind of 2-fiber STM-16 MS-SPRing will not succeed 
when switch is requested. Traffic will be interrupted and some nodes of 

the ring will report alarms, such as MS16BYD and MS16cCHF.

Work around: 

Workaround 1. Not to configure MS-Spring on Tributary Slot 1 with 

LKA146 port #5/#9/#10.

Workaround 2. Change MS-Spring to SNCP.

6.1_MUXsh06944
Incorrect behavior when

provision DCN the first
time on NE

Problem Description: When NE starts with empty DCN data in back-

plane SEEPROM, i.e. the backplane is used for the first time, the provi-

sion DCN window does not pop up and the NE does not reboot 

automatically.

Work around: When the NE is started first time, if there's no popup 

window for provision DCN on GUI, user shall restart the NE directly 

(without provision DCN and create MIB). After that the NE bahavior 

shall be OK.
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6.1_MUXnb84052
Unexpected MS-RDI is

reported, while outloop is
set on LKA146

Problem Description: When an Outloop is set on one of the ports of a 

LKA146, not only the expected MS-AIS is send out and received at the 

test equipment, but also a MS-RDI. The test equipment show that the K2 

byte has value 0x06.

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXnb84742
MUXnb84067
MUXsh06419

Traffic hit expected when
upgrade from R6.0 to R6.1

for LKA62

Problem Description: In case of LKA62 being used the following 

traffic hits can occur during the upgrade to R6.1:
- 1-2 sec's without MS-SPring configured

- some minutes with MS-SPring configured.

Work around: Disable MS-SPring during the upgrade to minimize 
traffic impact. The issue will be fixed by a Rel 6.0.1 maintenance 

release.

6.1_MUXsh06509
MUXsh06518

LKA62/LKA146:MSREI
send out while traffic is

error-free

Problem Description: When 10 or more bi-directional VC4 pathes are 
created between a LKA62 and a LKA146 and MS-REI is detection 

disabled, a MS-REI may be send out from LKA62 ports while traffic is 
error-free. This problem does not exist if the cross-connect is uni-

directional, or the link is between LKA62 and other units.

Work around: Enable MS-REI detection on LKA62 port.

6.1_MUXsh06491
MUXsh06412

Outloop problem on
LKA146

Problem Description: When switching an outloop on LKA146, 
instabilities have been observed which may lead to both:

- failing MSP switch to worker line in case of Signal Fail on protection 
line and

- subsequent SNCP may toggle and lockup the System Controller. 

Work around: Do not enable outloop on LKA146.

6.1_MUXsh06481
MUXsh06507

LKA412: Incorrect link
status

Problem Description: The LAN link status of the ports may be wrongly 

determined, hence the respective LED is off. 

Work around: Restart Connection by either unplug/replug cable 
respective fiber or by other means offered by the far end device of the 

LAN link until link LED is on.

6.1_MUXsh84744
The elapsed time of history
PM bin for some units are

not accuracy

Problem Description: When collecting PM bins for statistical 
evaluation, consider the following: for all PM bins being marked as 

invalid, check the reported elapsed time. If this deviates from the 
expected time 15min resp. 24h, then ignore the invalid flag. The overall 

PM results in total are correct, while only the capture time interval of 
some bins may be wrong.

Work around: None.
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6.1_MUXnb83915
MUXnb84498

LKA58: Wrong alarming
for VC3 based VCG’s

Problem Description: In case of a signal fail for the first of the three 
VC3’s on LKA58 and enabled LCAS, the alarm LOTC (Loss of total 

capacity) is raised instead of LOPC (Loss of partial capacity), although 
the traffic of the second and third VC3 is running error free.

Work around: Verify the correct operation/impact in case of a standing 
LOTC alarm via the LCAS member status. The status shall be 'active' for 

second and third VC3 members in this case.

6.1_MUXsh06134
MUXsh06133

LKAA62: Latch open issue

Problem Description: If at a LKA62 the latch is opened, but the unit is 
not really plugged out the CTL will reboot after the latch is closed with 

the following result:
a) MSP configured between LS1 and LS2:

- MSP runs on protection and cannot be switched back
- PMcEQF/PMcUPF/LOS wrongly reported on worker side

b) no MSP configured:

- UNITcINIT on CC1,TIM1,LS1 is raised and can't be cleared.
(2) MS64cSSF alarms on LP1.1 and LP1.2 are raised and can't be 

cleared.

Work around: If the latch is opened, the unit shall be plugged out 
completely and reinserted afterwards.

6.1_MUXnb77643
MUXnb81711

LKA53: insufficient burst
capability

Problem Description: The LKA53 has an insufficient burst capability 

in switched mode. The buffer size is around 1ms for traffic class 2 if 
frames are received with permanent full speed from a LAN port. 

Work around: Avoid to provision too small WAN capacities in case 
bursty traffic is expected and/or apply a rate shaping in order to not 

exceed the committed information rate (CIR).

6.1_MUXnb79488
LKA62: unexpected TYM

and AIS alarm

Problem Description: When the LKA62 is connected to a a R3-R5 
Core Unite and a AU-4-4c/AU-4-16c unequiped signal is generated, a 

TYM alarm maybe reported on the LKA62 which leads to an AIS signal. 
The traffic is not affected in this situation.

Work around: provisioning the AU-4-4c/AU-4-16c with normal traffic 

or just ignore the related TYM and AIS alarm under this scenario.

6.1_MUXnb 81397
LKA21 may reboot under

extreme DCC load
conditions

Problem Description: A R6.1 system with LKA21 and all 32 DCC 
channels used may reboot in case of having a direct DCC connection to a 

node with LKA20, running on R6.0 (especially if the latter one itself is 
connected to with a large number of NE’s). When connected to a another 

LAK21, or to a LKA20 with R6.1 no problem is expected. 

Work around: None
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6.1_MUXnb 77120
LKA3: DCC is not

protected in 1+1 EQP

Problem Description: When two LKA3’s are configured as 1+1 EQP 
and for the working channel DCC is used, it may happen that after a 

protection switch the DCC will not follow. This results in a loss of DCC 
communication although the transmission is working as expected.

Work around: For a STM-1E 1+1 EQP use the LKA39 instead.

6.1_MUXsh06341
MUXnb84637

LKA146: STM16 LOF after
port change

Problem Description: In rare cases it my happen that if the port mode at 
the LKA146 is changed to STM-16 a wrong optical signal is sent out, 

hence the far end reports a LOF alarm. 

Work around: 
Toggle the port mode, i.e. set the port mode from STM-16 to STM-1/4 

and back to STM-16.

6.1_MUXnb84096
MUXnb84501

LKA58 does not report the
expected SSF alarms

Problem Description: At the LKA58 with VC3 provisioned in the VCG 
and LCAS is disabled, no VC3cSSF/VC3VcSSF will be reported if a 

unidirectional crossconnection on VC3 level is deleted, 

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXsh06119
MUXnb84177

LKA146: MS-REI not
supported in STM-1 mode

Problem Description: For LKA146 in STM-1 mode, no error indication 
can be provided to remote node, hence no MS-REI will be sent out in 

case of a local traffic problem.

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXnb 81030
MUXnb79893

LKA412: Traffic
Engineering and Flow

Control

Problem Description: 

Virtual switches on LKA412 should be created to match the physical 
structure of the card. The switch is formed of three interconnected 

groups - group-a: LAN1,  LAN2,  LAN3,  LAN4, WAN1,  WAN2,  
WAN3,  WAN4; group-b: LAN5,  LAN6,  LAN7,  LAN8, WAN5,  

WAN6,  WAN7,  WAN8; group-c: LAN9, LAN10, LAN11, LAN12, 
WAN9, WAN10, WAN11, WAN12.

It is recommended to design the Virtual Switches in order to keep the 
traffic within one gorup, i.e. LANX.1 with WANX.1.

Allthough LAN flow control (=LAN PAUSE mode) can be enabled, no 
Pause frames will be generated in case a Repeater is provisioned having 

the LAN and WAN in different groups.
Work around: None.

6.1_MUXnb81143
LKA412: high variable

latency in case of congestion

Problem Description: 

LKA412 introduces noticable delay in case of congestion. 
The WAN capacities VC12-1v ... ~ VC12-4v are not sensefully usable 

for latency aware services if the network is not strictly traffic limited, 
leading to congestion on the VCG. 

The congestion point is already reached at load conditions of 80...90% 
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WAN link utilisation in some worst cases (e.g. VC3-1v & long frames). 
Operating the LKA412 beyond this congestion point leads to high 

latency variation and in worst case to loss of frames:

- in QoS switched mode this naturaly affects mainly the background 

traffic (i.e. TC0), while the High Priority traffic (i.e. TC3) is only minor 
affected, up to FDR=1e-5.

- in repeater mode there is no such distiction in high and low quality. 

However it must be seen that in repeater mode any congestion can be 
easily and fully controlled by the sender/customer with a rate shaping. 

Work around:

- switched mode:
Limit the link utilisation by high qualtity services with a thorough traffic 

management. Recommendation is: 
TC3 (low latency traffic class)      < 50%

TC3+TC2 (TC3+low frame drop class    < 80%
TC0/1 (best effort traffic classes): WAN-TC3-TC2

Do not overestimate the remaining capacity for best effort services if the 
higher traffic classes are actually used at the same time. 

- repeater mode:
Utilize only 80% of the really provisioned capacity in repeater mode if a 

latency guarantee has been given.Using traffic shapeing moderate low 
delay and a low delay variation can be achieved.

6.1_MUXnb82816
MUXnb06484

LKA412: Negative RTD
values

Problem Description: The value returned by RTD measurement is not 

reliable, if the FROM or the TO node is a LKA412. LKA412 as an 
intermediate node is not affecting the measurment result.

Work around: With LKA412, do not use RTD feature as real time 

measurement. Instead, only use the feature as continuty check about data 
traffic path.

6.1_MUXsh06441:
LKA412 STP&GVRP

Performance decrease when
too many Vlans.

Problem Description: On LKA412, if there's many dynamic VLAN 

created (i.e. 247), the STP/GVRP performance is degraded.  (e.g. 20s for 
convergence time, v.s. 2s for 64 dynamic VLANs)

Work around: None.

6.1_MUXnb 83257
MUXnb84002

LKA58: Signal degrade on
LCAS member

Problem Description: In case a VCG member faces a SD condition no 

consequent action is triggered. LCAS does not exclude the member from 
the working capacity. Reaching SF condition LCAS will reduce the 

capacity.

Work around: None
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6.1_MUXnb 81983
LKA58: Sequence Numbers

Problem Description: Creation of a VCG with LCAS enabled gives 
random sequence numbers to the VCG members. In contrast, a creation 

of a VCG w/o LCAS gives consecutive sequence numbers to VCG 
members. 

In case a VCG is created with LCAS enabled and randomly distributed 
sequence numbers were automatically assigned to the individual 

members a re-sorting to consecutive order needs to be perform when 
LCAS is disabled later on. On LKA58 this reordering is not performed.  

This will result inconsistency between transmitted VC sequence number 
and expected VC sequence number. 

If the sink is a LKA58 or a LU GE10EPL as well, then the traffic will 
still be OK as those still automically recognize these sequence numbers 

(LCAS is not fully off) and VCs will be resorted based on the sequence 
number).

If the sink is another unit (e.g. a switched unit) traffic will be lost. Then 
use workaround below.

Work around: Delete the VCG and recreate with LCAS disabled rather 
then change from LCAS enabled to LCAS disabled. This will lead to 

sorted sequence numbers.

6.1_MUXnb 82856
MUXnb 84529
MUXnb 84100

MS-SPRing Topology

Problem Description: For all SDH cards with more than one port 
(LKA48, LKA62 and LKA146) if the port number from the east port is 

different from the port number of the west port, MS-SPRING related 
alarms for example path layer alarms like VC4cPPE and VC4cPAF can't 

be raised/cleared correctly. Affected are all alarms, which are dependent 
from DCC ring messages, like PAF, PPE and FLR and alarms from the 

KByte protocol like BYD, CHF, BYF, PRM and AIS. 

Work around: Keep MSSPRING groups on either cc/line units or on 
trib units and on the same port number! Create MSSPRING groups only 

between LP1.y and LP2.y  - or TPx.y <-> TP(x+1).y  where x: slot 
number, y: port number.

6.1_MUXnb83830
MUXnb84360

LKA58: FCS violation
detection VCG

Problem Description: Frames with FCS violation or undersize frames 

incoming on the VCG side will not be detected by LKA58. Subsequently 
such frames are not dropped nor counted in the pDE counter.

Work around: Rely on SDH PM instead .

6.1_MUXnb82820
MUXnb84494

LKA58: VCG recovery
from SDH errors

Problem Description: On LKA58 with LCAS enabled and LPT enabled 

and underlying SDH protection scheme, the total traffic hit time for 
DATA traffic may be up to 2 sec, even the SDH is recovering within 

50msec.Without LPT the traffic outage reduces below 115msec. 

Work around: None.
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6.1_MUXsh06471
MUXsh06490

LKA58: Pause Mode
mandatory for GbE link

Problem Description: LKA58 will not operate correctly in case Pause 
Mode is disabled (either static provisioned or disabled via 

Autonegotiation due to link partner is not advertising Pause Mode 
capabilities). In case the GbE link operates without flow control LKA58 

will corrput frames, leading to a high frame drop rate.

Work around: None. Enable PAUSE mode,requires the link partner to 
support flow control. 

6.1_MUXsh06425
MUXsh06486

LKA416: Backplane
supervision

Problem Description: It is found INTIFcRXF(RPF) not reported on 

LKA146 in the following condition. Link failure TXI defect is inserted 
on TS1 and TS3, but CC1 to TS3 TXI INTIFcRXF alarm is not raised. 

Problem Description: In the current release the LKA416 internal 
hardware supervision is not able to detect failing backplane links. In case 

a backplane connection from one of the Core units is defective the 
appropriate alarm is not raised. To avoid silent failures the unit needs 

testing of the unused capacity during installation timeframe. As listed 
above, CC1 to TS3 TXI INTIFcRXF alarm is not raised if there is TXI 

defect between CC1 and TS3.

Work around: During installation the unit shall be tested for proper 
transmission in four blocks, each having 16 VC-4 backplane capacity. 

Thus transmission tests on ports 1,5,9 and 10 (regardless of the 
provisioned port rate, backplane links would fail in groups of 16 VC-4s) 

need to be carried out. Please be aware that the tests should cover the 
internal links towards both Core units, so switch the CC1+1 protection 

during the test.

6.1_MUXnb84698
Unexpected date and time

after power up

Problem Description: When power up or upgrade to R6.1, the system 
may have set a wrong date (10 years ago). Before the association with 

OMS is available, alarms and timestamp of VLAN, etc. will be incorrect.

Work around: Set association with OMS, or correct the date manually 
through ITM-CIT.

6.1_MUXsh06316
MUXsh06489

LKA146: timing reference
Normal although no SFP

inserted

Problem Description: In case a unequipped port (no SFP is present) is 
provisioned as system timing reference source the timing reference 

status for that port becomes normal - whilst there could be no valid 
timing signal from the empty port. Once the SFP state is assigned failing 

reference is detected properly.

Work around: None.
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.6.0_MUXnb65901:
LKA4: Number of VLAN’s

limited

Problem Description: After a Spanning Tree switch event at the LKA4 

the STP may become instable if:
- GVRP is used and more than 64 VLAN’s are provisioned

- GVRP is not used and more than 150 VLAN’s are provisioned

Work around: Limit the number of VLAN’s as stated above

6.0_MUXsh04170:
LKA12: Number of

VLAN’s limited

Problem Description: Due to CPU performance on LKA12 the number 
of active dynamic VLAN is limited to 150 if GVRP is used.

Work around: Limit the number of VLAN’s as stated above

6.0_MUXnb74553:
LKA412: Number of PM

points limited

Problem Description: The supported number of PM points for LKA412 

shall be decreased to 20 ETH PM points together with basic Ethernet 
PM. 

Work around: None
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5 New Installation

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

New Installation of a Network Element In R6.1.8

New Installation of the
Network Element:

Description: This task is described in detail by the following document:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal
Release R6.1
User Operations Guide
Section 4 "Equipment Provisioning" 
Comcode 109665596
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6 Release Upgrade 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Release Upgrade Of The Network Element 

Upgrade of the Network
Element:

Description: To upgrade the NE to R6.1.8 (Neptune-Release) the NE 
needs to run on R6.1 (Neptune-Release) or 5.2 (Miranda-Release) 
software. 

The database of R6.1.8 is not compatible with the R5.2 information 

model - thus the upgrade has to be performed with database conversion. 

The database migration is an element manager functionality, thus it is 
part of the OMS features. Please consult the OMS documentation for a 
specific procedure.

Software Load Variants: Four available software loads deliver different feature support, as 
described in Appendix 1, “General Information”. 

Upgrade Preparations: Before carrying out the software activation the network element should 
be prepared to work in a “clean” condition:
- no unexpected alarms are present
- transmission protection schemes (SNC, MSP, MS-SPRing) are in 
  IDLE/NO REQUEST state and have the working section selected.
- equipment protection schemes (1:N: E1, DS1; 1+1: E3/DS3, STM1e; 
  Core unit protection) are in NO REQUEST state and have the wor-
  king unit active (2.0_MUXnb40822).

Introduction of PreEQF
alarm

In case the system detects an Equipment Failure condition the respective 
circuit pack is declared EQF and the unit is taken out of service (i.e. SF 
generation for all traffic). Due to improved Equipment Failure detection 
mechanism in the newer software an NE software upgrade might result 
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in permanent and non-reversible unit failures. Only an exchange of the 
failed unit would clear the EQF condition.
In an established network it is expected, that traffic affecting but not 
detected EQF conditions are recognized by the network operation, i.e. by 
troubleshooting unexpected alarms.
However, for unused parts of the units (i.e. non-used cross connection 
time slots) a hardware problem might be hidden which can be detected 
by the improved EQF detection mechanism.
During upgrade scenarios this might result in the situation, that a unit 
with a hidden hardware problem is taken completely out of service 
during the upgrade, whilst no service was affected during the operation 
in the old release.
To avoid this situation but still to gain the benefits of the improved EQF 
detection, the improved sensors are not correlated into a permanent EQF 
situation but the raise of a so called “pre-EQF” alarm. For this purpose 
the PREcEQF alarm will be raised for the respective unit, but the unit 
remains operational as it was before the upgrade. This allows the 
operator to replace the alarmed unit at a convenient time slot, rather than 
during the upgrade process.

Reporting of PreEQF During upgrade the reported flag of the PreEQF alarm will be set to “not 
reported”, hence any previously listed PreEQF alarm disappears. 

Therefore after the upgrade it is required to change the reported flag in 
the default profile and any customized profile to 'reported' 

Primary Boot Upgrade: During the upgrade from R6.0/R5.2, to this release the primary boot 
code (a piece of software, located in the nonvolatile memory of each 
circuit pack) of some packs is updated. This is indicated by a red flashing 
Fault-LED on the pack. During this time the pack must not be removed 
nor power cycled. When the primary boot upgrade fails the pack cannot 
boot up any more and needs to be sent to repair.

SDH Traffic Disturbance: In case of LKA62 being used the following traffic hits can occur during 
the upgrade to R6.1.8:

- 1-2 sec's without MS-SPring configured
- some minutes with MS-SPring configured.

Ethernet Traffic
Disturbance:

Traffic passing through IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) will be disrupted for 
less than 90 seconds during the upgrade.
Traffic passing through IP-LAN/8 (LKA4)/IP-GE/2 (LKA12) will be 
disrupted for less than 20 seconds during the upgrade.
Traffic passing through IP-LAN/12 (LKA412) will be disrupted for less 
than 160 seconds during the upgrade (MUXnb71370).
In a switched Layer2 network a re-configuration of the Spanning Tree 
Network will be another consequence.
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Internal loop backs: Software loop backs (i.e. in-loops) might cause an additional traffic hit 
during this upgrade, influencing every traffic in the node, not only the 
looped transmission. Therefore it is advised to clear this abnormal 
condition by releasing all loops before the new software is activated 
(2.0_MUXnb31907).

LED indication at circuit
packs:

During the upgrade, i.e. the switch of the software and the subsequent 
recovery the fail LED’s of the circuit packs may be lit and shall be 
ignored. They will extinguish after the upgrade is completed.
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7 Operational Hints
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Operational Hints

General: This section provides you helpful hints&tricks that might pop up during 
operation of the network element. Severe problems and issues are 
tracked in section "Known Problems". 

OMS related problems: This document provides only known/fixed problems for the network 
element. However, there might be issues related to the management 
systems. These are not part of this document, please refer to the software 
release description of the OMS.

Primary Boot Upgrade: When a circuit pack that contains an old version of the primary boot 
code (a piece of software, located in the nonvolatile memory of each 
circuit pack) is inserted to the system, the primary boot is automatically 
upgraded by the system. This is indicated by a red flashing Fault-LED on 
the pack. During this time the pack must not be removed or power 
cycled. When the primary boot upgrade fails the pack cannot boot up any 
more and needs to be sent to repair.
The primary boot upgrade happens during upgrades but also if a pack 
with an older primary boot version (i.e. from spare stock) is inserted to 
the system.

Fast Download Tool: In order to use the Fast Download Tool it is required, that the PC and the 
NE are in a separated LAN-segment, without any other 1663 Add Drop 
Multiplexer-universal NE present on the LAN. In order to achieve this, 
the PC-LAN interface has to be connected directly to the MIOL Q-LAN 
connector.
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Equipage of Fans: Contrary to former issues of the Application and Planning Guide the 
network element needs to be equipped with (only) one Fan Unit in both 
STM-64 and STM-16 Core Unit configuration.
In the case the IP-GE/2F-OS (LKA53) is equipped in the system, the Fan 
Middle slot is mandatory to be equipped. In other configurations without 
the LKA53 the slot FANB (bottom) can be used in stead of FANM 
(middle).
For more details please refer to the latest issue of the APG:

1663 Add Drop Multiplexer-universal
Release R6.1
Application And Planning Guide
Comcode 109665612

Flow Control is enabled in
IEEE mode

If a switched network is built (i.e. more than two virtual switches form a 
logical L2 network) in “IEEE 802.1Q/IEEE 802.1ad”-mode, the 
philosophy is to disable Flow Control on LAN ports, as unwanted 
behavior can result. E.g. traffic will be stopped on ingress ports that has 
destination on not-congested egress ports. Check whether Flow Control 
(pause status) is enabled on a LAN port, if so then disable 
(2.0_MUXnb32225).

LKA58: Pause frame send
out if no VCG

A device connected to a LAN port of a not-provisioned LKA58 may get 
back unexpected frames: LKA58 will send PAUSE frames, because no 

VCG capacity has been provisioned yet, and thus LKA58 internal 
buffers fill up.

SFP/XFP mismatch The optical SFP units contain some inventory data that identify the 

SFP’s signal rate, serial number, comcode, Alcatel-Lucent serial number 

etc. To ensure the SFP’s compatibility this data is processed in the NE 

and the SFP is accepted or rejected.

In case the SFP does not provide this information or invalid contents -the 

NE cannot validate the SFP, thus the module is declared “Not Accepted” 

and the alarm “Wrong Pluggable Module Present” (PMcWUP) is raised.

The software might disable the laser of such not properly identified 

SFP’s and block their operation completely.

In contrast to R6.0, the new R6.1.2 allows now the use of SFP’s from 

other former Lucent system (e.g. AMS, AMU).

However the operator need to consider that the modules of non-ADMu 

systems may differ in terms of lifetime and reliability as they have been 
optimized for other products. (6.1_MUXnb82086)
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Incorrect TTI send on
LKA53

On LKA53, when changing substructure of one VC4, the transmitted 
TTI value may become all 0's for a while and may lead to TIM alarm on 

the other side. So disable TIM checking on the other side before change 
VC-4 substructure, or re-provision TTI value after the action.  Or just 

wait for up to 15 minutes(6.1_MUXnb78712).

Pairing of R1.0
/R3.0/R4./R5.0/R6.0
STM-64 Core Units

With R3.0, R4.0 and R6.0 new sets of STM-64 Core Units were 
introduced. R5.0 brought improved STM16 Core Units.
Pairing of the R5.0 STM16 Core Units with other Core Units is not 
possible.
Pairing of the R4.0 Core Unit (LKA281) with R3.0 Core Units is 
possible. 
A pairing of the legacy R1.0 STM-64 Core Units and newR3.0/R4.0/6.0 
Core Units (i.e. LS1 containing an LKA26 and LS2 containing LKA28) 
is not an allowed operation mode due to architectural differences in the 
Core Unit designs.
Please be aware that a mixture of R1.0 STM16 Core Units (LKA24/25) 
with the R3.0/R5.0 STM16 Core Units (LKA48/481/482) is not possible 
at all.

However, mixed short-term operation of some unit types is possible but 
intended for hardware upgrade scenarios only (i.e. exchange a R1 
STM64 Core Unit to a R3/4 STM64 Core Unit, or a R5 STM16 Core 
Unit to a R3/4 STM64 Core Unit) but not for permanent operation of the 
node. Be advised that a downgrade is not supported (i.e. a transition from 
a R3/4/6 STM64 Core Unit to a R5 STM16 Core Unit).
The following tables provides an overview of the possible combinations:

Core Unit 

Pairings

R1.0 
STM16

LKA24/25

R3.0 
STM16
LKA48

R5.0 
STM16

LKA481/482

R1.0 
STM64

LKA26/27/47

R3.0 
STM64 

LKA28/29/49
/350

R4.0 
STM64 
LKA281

R6.0 
STM64 
LKA60

R6.0 
2xSTM6
4 LKA62

R1.0 STM16
LKA24/25

X - - - - - - -

R3.0 STM16
LKA48

- X - - - - - -

R5.0 STM16
LKA481/482

- - X - U U - -

R1.0 STM64
LKA26/27/47

- - - X U U U -

R3.0 STM64 
LKA28/29/49
/350

- - U U X X X -

R4.0 STM64 
LKA281

- - U U X X X -

R6.0 

STM64 
LKA60

- - - U X X X -
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X: Pairing allowed, -: Pairing not possible; U: Short term pairing 
possible for upgrade purposes

Before upgrading from a LKA60 to LKA62 in a MS-SPring application 
the operator has to initiate a forced switch at the local node and the 

remote node, followed by a respective clear command at both ends after 
the exchange.

R6.0 
2xSTM64 
LKA62

- - - - - - - X

Core Unit 

Pairings

R1.0 
STM16

LKA24/25

R3.0 
STM16
LKA48

R5.0 
STM16

LKA481/482

R1.0 
STM64

LKA26/27/47

R3.0 
STM64 

LKA28/29/49
/350

R4.0 
STM64 
LKA281

R6.0 
STM64 
LKA60

R6.0 
2xSTM6
4 LKA62


